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Project Summary
Through four years of teaching multilingual learners (MLs), my teaching
practices and attitudes on how to best support student learning have evolved. In order to
create equitable learning opportunities for MLs, it is essential to practice cultural and
linguistic responsiveness. Using culturally and linguistically responsive (CLR) teaching
practices creates learning environments that allow students to engage meaningfully with
content and develop academic language. Ultimately, CLR teaching practices support
multilingual learners in becoming self-directed, independent learners. These realizations
led me to my research question: How can culturally and linguistically responsive
teaching practices support multilingual learners at secondary level content courses?
To answer this research question, I developed a two week unit of study for a
United States History course intended for use with high school multilingual learners. This
unit contains 10 lessons for 85 minute class periods. The essential questions for this unit
are: How does location, including human movement and migration affect a society’s
economy, culture, and development? What causes changes among societies and conflict
between them? How do actions of individuals, groups, and institutions affect societies?
The unit includes a variety of formative assessments and learning activities that build
content knowledge and academic language through cultural and linguistic responsiveness.
All strategies, activities, and assessments are aligned with Snyder’s and Staehr Fenner’s
(2021) Guiding Principles for Culturally Responsive Teaching of MLs, Hammond’s
(2015) Ready for Rigor Framework, and Hollie’s (2015) Strategies for Culturally and
Linguistically Responsive Teaching and Learning.
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The intended audience for this project is teachers of multilingual learners in
grades 9-12. The unit learning activities and assessments use various methods of
scaffolding and thus are appropriate for MLs with various WIDA ACCESS English
Language Development (ELD) scores. This unit can also be adapted for use with various
teaching models for multilingual learners such as pull-out, push-in, sheltered, and
co-taught instruction. The culturally and linguistically responsive teaching practices can
also be adapted for other secondary content areas. For the purposes of personal reflection,
teachers utilizing this curriculum should familiarize themselves with Snyder’s and Staehr
Fenner’s (2021) Guiding Principles for Culturally Responsive Teaching of MLs,
Hammond’s (2015) Ready for Rigor Framework, and Hollie’s (2015) Strategies for
Culturally and Linguistically Responsive Teaching and Learning.
This unit was designed by adapting a backwards design template from the
Understanding by Design (UbD) framework (Wiggins & McTighe, 2011). The first
document of this project includes a unit overview. This overview includes the relevant
9-12 United States History standards and benchmarks from the Minnesota Social Studies
Standards (2011), the essential questions and enduring understandings for the unit, the
content and language learning targets, the formative and summative assessments, and a
detailed description of the guidance utilized for cultural and linguistic responsiveness.
The unit calendar follows the unit overview, which provides a snapshot of the daily
learning plans. Lastly, each of the 10 lessons includes a detailed plan with teacher
instructions and copies of all referenced supporting materials.
To ensure effectiveness of the curriculum and answer the research question: How
can culturally and linguistically responsive teaching practices support multilingual
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learners at secondary level content courses? I will utilize student evidence from student
artifacts such as formative and summative assessments, and student feedback from
student reflections and self-assessments. By the end of the unit, each student should be
able to meet each learning objective by demonstrating their interpretations of historical
events with academic responses in writing. The overall goals of this unit are to provide
teachers interested in cultural and linguistic responsiveness with an example to reference,
provide equitable learning opportunities for multilingual learners, and to engage both
educators and students in the process of academic reflection to ultimately build a
community of learning partnerships.
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Unit Overview
Course &
Grade
Level

United States History
Grades 9-12

Approx.
Length of
Unit

Unit 1: Early America
2 weeks, 10 days
85 minute class periods
Established Goals

MN Social Studies Standards: 9-12 United States History
15. North America was populated by indigenous nations that had developed a wide
range of social structures, political systems and economic activities, and whose
expansive trade networks extended across the continent. (Before European Contact)
16. Rivalries among European nations and their search for new opportunities fueled
expanding global trade networks and, in North America, colonization and settlement
and the exploitation of indigenous peoples and lands; colonial development evoked
varied responses by indigenous nations, and produced regional societies and
economies that included imported slave labor and distinct forms of local government.
(Colonization and Settlement: 1585—1763)
Benchmarks
9.4.4.15.1- Compare and contrast selected examples of diverse societies that existed in
North America prior to contact with Europeans; analyze their life ways, social
organizations, political institutions, and the effect of their religious beliefs on
environmental adaptations. (Before European Contact)
9.4.4.16.1 Analyze the consequences of the transatlantic Columbian Exchange of
peoples, animals, plants and pathogens on North American societies and ecosystems.
(Colonization and Settlement: 1585—1763)
9.4.4.16.2 Compare and contrast the motivations for exploration, conquest and
colonization in North America by different European nations. (Colonization and
Settlement: 1585—1763)
9.4.4.16.4 Explain the origin and growth of the Atlantic slave trade; describe its
demographic, economic, and political impact on western Africa, Europe, and the
Americas (North America, Caribbean, Central and South America), including the
impact on enslaved Africans. (Colonization and Settlement: 1585— 1763)
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9.4.4.16.5 Analyze the impact of European colonization within North America on
indigenous nations; analyze the impact of indigenous nations on colonization.
(Colonization and Settlement: 1585—1763)
Essential Questions:

Enduring Understandings:

➔ How does location, including
human movement and migration
affect a society’s economy, culture,
and development?
➔ What causes changes among
societies and conflict between
them?
➔ How do actions of individuals,
groups, and institutions affect
societies?

➔ Native Americans developed
unique forms of agriculture and
civilization.
➔ Trade brought West African
civilizations into contact with
Europe.
➔ During the 1400’s, Europeans
explored new ideas and different
lands.
➔ Both the Spanish and the French
exploited the resources of the
Americas.

Learning Targets
Content Learning Targets

Language Learning Targets

Students will be able to…

Students will be able to…

➔ Explain how Native Americans
may have come to North America.
➔ Describe how different Native
American cultures and groups
developed.
➔ Describe the major culture areas in
America prior to the arrival of
Europeans.
➔ Analyze primary sources to answer
historical questions.
➔ Describe the development and
cultural characteristics of West
Africa.
➔ Explain the roots of the system of
slavery later practiced in America.
➔ Analyze how changes in Europe

➔ Use cause & effect transition
words in writing to explain how
Native American people came to
America and developed unique
societies.
➔ Ask and answer questions when
listening to a speaker.
➔ Orally describe key ideas and
details about a chosen culture area
of America.
➔ Describe in writing a chosen
culture area of America by
paraphrasing key ideas and details
from various sources.
➔ Read primary sources describing
the meeting of the Mexica and the
Spanish, analyze the events, and
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➔

➔

➔
➔

shaped Europeans’ worldview and
economic expansion.
Explain the goals of Christopher
Columbus and the consequences of
his explorations.
Analyze how contact with
Europeans affected the people of
the Americas.
Describe Spanish and French
expansion in the Americas.
Analyze the differences and
similarities in Spanish and French
colonies and their relations with
the Indigenous people of America.

➔

➔
➔

➔

➔

➔
➔

➔

➔

➔
➔

answer historical questions
through writing in groups.
Describe ideas in writing by
summarizing online sources using
a graphic organizer.
Justify an opinion with reasons in
writing using a sentence frame.
Describe the different
characteristics of ancient West
African kingdoms by reading and
organizing manipulatives in a
graphic organizer.
Ask and answer questions about
ancient West African kingdoms in
writing.
Summarize in writing the impact
of changes in Europe during the
middle ages using a graphic
organizer.
Orally justify an opinion by
supporting it with reasons.
Describe the characteristics of the
Columbian Exchange using text
examples in writing and by
organizing manipulatives in a
graphic organizer.
Examine the impact of European
contact with America in writing
using reflection sentence frames.
Analyze Spanish and French
colonization by asking and
answering questions orally and in
writing using question-answer
relationships.
Compare Spanish and French
colonies in America in writing
using sentence frames.
Explain an idea by supporting it
with details in writing using
sentence frames.
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Assessments
Performance Tasks:
➔ Land Bridge Theory
KWL
➔ Native American
Cultures Project
➔ Tenochtitlan Case
Study Analysis
Questions
➔ West Africa
Exploration
Graphic Organizer
➔ Columbus EdPuzzle
➔ Europe in the
Middle Ages Notes
and Analysis
➔ Columbian
Exchange Choice
Activity
➔ Spain and France
Colonies Venn
Diagram

Formative:
➔ Introductory Lesson
Triple Exit Tickets
➔ Three- Step Native
American Cultures
Project Interview
➔ West
Africa-American
History Connection
➔ West Africa Review
➔ Columbus Hero or
Villain Discussion
➔ Columbian
Exchange
Reflection Writing
➔ Spain and France
Compare/Contrast

Summative:
➔ Unit 1 SelfAssessment &
Reflection
➔ Unit 1 Written
Assessment
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Guidance for Culturally and Linguistically Responsive Teaching
Hammond’s (2015) Ready for Rigor Framework
Awareness
● Understand the three levels of
culture
● Recognize cultural archetypes of
individualism and collectivism
● Understand how the brain learns
● Acknowledge the socio-political
context around race and language
● Know and own your cultural lens
● Recognize your brain’s triggers
around race and culture
● Broaden your interpretation of
culturally and linguistically diverse
students’ learning behaviors
Information Processing
● Provide appropriate challenge in
order to stimulate brain growth to
increase intellective capacity
● Help students process new content
using methods from oral traditions
● Connect new content to culturally
relevant examples and metaphors
from students’ community and
everyday lives
● Provide students authentic
opportunities to process content
● Teach students cognitive routines
using the brain’s natural learning
systems
● Use formative assessments and
feedback to increase intellective
capacity

Learning Partnerships
● Reimagine the student and teacher
relationship as a partnership
● Take responsibility to reduce
students’ social-emotional stress
from stereotype threat and
microaggressions
● Balance giving students both care
and push
● Help students cultivate a positive
mindset and sense of self-efficacy
● Support each student to take
greater ownership for their learning
● Give students language to talk
about their learning moves
Community of Learners and Learning
Environment
● Create an environment that is
intellectually and socially safe for
learning
● Make space for student voice and
agency
● Build classroom cultural and
learning around communal
(sociocultural) talk and task
structures
● Use classroom rituals and routines
to support a culture of learning
● Use principles of restorative justice
to manage conflicts and redirect
negative behavior
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Guidance for Culturally and Linguistically Responsive Teaching cont.
Snyder’s and Staehr Fenner’s (2021)
Guiding Principles for Culturally
Responsive Teaching for Multilingual
Learners
#1- Culturally responsive teaching is
assets based
#2- Culturally Responsive teaching
simultaneously supports and challenges
students
#3- Culturally responsive teaching places
students at the center of learning
#4- Culturally responsive teaching
leverages students’ linguistic and cultural
backgrounds
#5- Culturally responsive teaching unites
students’ schools, families, and
communities

Hollie’s (2015) Strategies for Culturally
and Linguistically Responsive Teaching
and Learning
Responsive Management
● Call and Response Attention
Signals
● Protocols for Responding and
Discussion
● Movement Protocols/Activities
Responsive Literacy
● Literacy protocols
● Reading Strategy Activities
● Writing Strategies
Responsive Language
● Sentence frames
● Graphic organizers
● Linguistic accommodations
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Unit Calendar
Day 1

Day 2

Day 3

Day 4

Day 5

Unit
Introduction:
Bdote/Land
Bridge Theory

Indigenous
American
Culture
Project

Indigenous
American
Culture
Project
Continued

Colonization
Introduction:
Tenochtitlan
Case Study

West Africa
Introduction

Day 6

Day 7

Day 8

Day 9

Day 10

West Africa
Review

Europe
Introduction:
Arrival of
Columbus

The
Columbian
Exchange

Europeans in
America: The
Spanish and
French

Putting All
Together:
Review &
Connection
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Daily Learning Plan and Materials
Lesson

#1- Unit Introduction: Bdote/Land Bridge Theory
This lesson will be the introduction to the class of United States
History, which begins before European colonization. U.S. history
includes a clash of cultures which brought colonization, slavery,
subjugation, religious disagreements, and conflicting economic
interests. When discussing early U.S. History educators must
begin to set the stage by focusing on the cultures and events of the
Americas, Europe, and West Africa before they encountered each
other. Only this way will students have the opportunity to
understand what propelled the seismic global change that took
place once the three met under the given circumstances.

Content
Learning
Target (s)

➔ I can explain how Native Americans may have come to North
America.
➔ I can describe how different Native American cultures and
groups developed.

Language
Learning
Target (s)

➔ I can use cause & effect transition words in writing to
explain how Native American people came to America and
developed unique societies.

Use of the
Guiding
Principles for
Culturally
Responsive
Teaching of
MLs

☑Culturally responsive teaching simultaneously supports and
challenges students
➔ Scaffolded instruction
◆ Modeling and think alouds
◆ Multimodal learning opportunities
◆ Routines to support reading and writing
☑Culturally responsive teaching places students the center of
learning
➔ Oral language activities
☑Culturally responsive teaching leverages students’ linguistic and
cultural backgrounds
➔ Connections to prior knowledge and experiences
➔ Use of multicultural resources
➔ Use of alternative perspectives
➔ Use of multilingual resources

Use of the
Ready for
Rigor
Framework

☑Awareness:
➔ Understand the three levels of culture
➔ Recognize cultural archetypes of individualism and
collectivism
➔ Understand how the brain learns
➔ Acknowledge the socio-political context around race and
language
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➔ Know and own your cultural lens
➔ Recognize the brain’s triggers around race and culture
➔ Broaden your interpretation of culturally and linguistically
diverse students’ learning behaviors
☑Learning Partnerships:
➔ Take responsibility to reduce students’ social-emotional stress
from stereotype threat and microaggressions
➔ Balance giving students both care and push
➔ Help students cultivate a positive mindset and sense of
self-efficacy
➔ Support each student take greater ownership for his learning
☑Information Processing:
➔ Provide appropriate challenge in order to stimulate growth to
increase intellective capacity
➔ Help students process new content using methods from oral
traditions
➔ Connect new content to culturally relevant examples and
metaphors from students’ community and everyday lives
➔ Teach students cognitive routines using the brain’s natural
learning systems
➔ Use formative assessments and feedback to increase
intellective capacity
☑Community of Learners and Learning Environment:
➔ Create an environment that is intellectually and socially safe
for learning
➔ Build classroom culture and learning around communal
(sociocultural) talk and task structures
➔ Use classroom rituals and routines to support a culture of
learning
CLR
Activities &
Strategies
Utilized

➔ Call and response attention signals to start/end and transition
lesson
➔ Fill-in-the-blank reading protocol
➔ Think-pair-share discussion protocol
➔ Whip around discussion protocol
➔ Carousel Brainstorm movement protocol
➔ Praise and affirmations to end class

Sequence Language
& Timing Domains
Warm up

Reading,
listening,

Description of Learning Activities

1. Begin the day by letting students
connect with the classroom community

Materials,
Resources,
&
Technology
-Bdote
reading
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15 mins

and
speaking
2.

3.

4.

5.

by giving announcements out loud
about celebrations/events in their lives,
this can be done with or without a
discussion protocol.
Then, proceed to begin class with an
energetic call and response attention
signal such as When I say ready, you
say let’s go! Display and go over
learning targets and the process of the
lesson so that students may anticipate
what is to come.
This course starts with discussion about
the beginnings of the human population
of America and the Land Bridge
Theory of migration. This tends to be a
good springboard into talking about
indigenous cultures of America. To
maintain the focus on indigenous
cultures and in an effort to make the
content immediately relevant to place,
class can begin by reading a short
Dakota origin story of the Bdote- the
sacred place of origin at the confluence
of the Mississippi and Minnesota
Rivers.
For a classroom of mixed MLs, this
reading can be done utilizing the
fill-in-the-blank reading protocol
(Translations should also be provided if
necessary for students to follow along).
The fill-in-the-blank reading protocol
works by allowing the teacher to read
aloud and stopping for students to “fill
in the blank” with select key words or
phrases when the teacher stops reading
at preselected spots. The purpose of
this protocol is for students to build
community by reading together and
engages the students to listen and
respond when prompted by the
teacher’s cue.
For this reading activity, it is also
important to provide a visual of the
confluence of the two rivers, which
could be paired with questions to think
about and share at the end. These

English/
Spanish
-Bdote
questions/
visual
displayed
on projector
screen
and/or on
paper
-Mni Sota:
Dakota
Sacred
Waters
Video
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questions can consist of the following:
￫ Do any of the names sound
familiar? (Mni Sota, Dakota)
￫ What do you notice about the
description and places? (It is
talking about a sacred place
where two rivers meet)
￫ Does the picture look familiar?
(Mississippi and Minnesota
Rivers)
￫ What places could this passage
be referring to? (our home
which we now call Minnesota!)
6. The questions allow the students to
make observations, connections,
predictions and ask questions about the
text. Encourage discussion by
following the think-pair-share
discussion protocol, where students
will first silently think about responses,
then pair up with someone near them to
discuss their thoughts, and finally take
turns sharing their responses with the
entire group.
7. Ensure that every partnership has an
opportunity to speak by sharing their
ideas. Students should be able to make
the connection to Minnesota and how
the Dakota connect to the land and
conceptualize their origin in this place.
8. This warm up can be wrapped up with
a short video describing these concepts
from the point-of-view of an
indigenous person such as the Mni
Sota: Dakota Sacred Waters video.
Land
Bridge
Theory
Intro
25 mins

Listening
and
writing

1. Next, the class will make the
connection to the idea of how humans
first made their way to what we now
know as the Americas by discussing the
scientifically accepted theory of
migration and population in this area:
the Land Bridge Theory. Utilize a
visual to show the pathways
anthropologists believe early humans

-Land
Bridge
Theory
Visual
displayed
on projector
screen
-KWL Chart
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Culture
Areas of
the
Americas

Writing,
listening,
speaking

took to populate what we now know as
the Americas. Students can utilize this
visual to complete a K-W-L (What I
Know, What I Want to Know, What I
Learned) chart so that they can begin to
gather the information they might
already know about the Land Bridge
Theory.
2. To complete the “L” section of the
chart, students will watch a video
describing the land bridge theory with
included narrations of origin stories
from indigenous groups of America.
The CBC Land Bridge Theory video
snippet is utilized in this specific
lesson.
3. After students complete their KWL
chart, utilize the whip around
discussion protocol for students to
share what they learned about the land
bridge theory. In this protocol, begin by
asking a question like: “What is one
thing you learned about the land bridge
theory?” and give each student a turn
to respond by going from one end of
the room to another in order. This
protocol works well for students to give
a variety of quick responses.
4. To wrap-up this part of the lesson,
briefly summarize what was described
in the video by showing maps of the
groups and tribes that eventually came
to settle and thrive in different places of
America. This summary can be
enhanced with mini virtual tours of
what still stands of some of these
civilizations- for example Cahokia,
Tulum, Teotihuacan, Machu Picchu and
as many others deemed necessary and
appropriate.

-CBC Land
Bridge
Theory
Video

1. For the next activity, students will
explore the geographic culture areas of
America using carousel brainstorm
movement protocol.

-Chart
paper with
images of
geography/
climate in

-Indigenous
American
civilizations
maps/
Visuals
displayed
on projector
screen
-Indigenous
American
civilization
mini virtual
tour videos
-Writing
utensils
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30 mins

2. For this protocol, place at least 6
different chart paper sheets depicting
the different geographical areas of
North and South America (do this prior
to the start of class). Along with each
image, include these questions on the
chart paper:
a. How would this environment
impact life for people living
there?
b. What would people need to do
in this environment in order to
find/grow food?
2. Let students know that they will also be
practicing the use of cause/effect
transition words in their responses. To
support them with this task, display a
number of cause/effect transition words
and examples of how to use them on
the board/screen at the front of the
room. Be sure to model how to use
cause/effect transition words with a
think-aloud demonstrating the
relationship in the components from the
example used.
3. Instruct students to move to a sheet of
chart paper in groups of 2-4. Use a call
and response attention signal such as
“Time to/start” to direct students to
begin brainstorming ideas, questions,
and explanations and having someone
record the group’s responses on the
chart paper. Have them underline the
cause/effect transition words they use.
4. Use a call and response attention
signal such as “Time to/move” or
music (upbeat and relevant to students)
to signal students to stop and move
clockwise to the next chart paper to
record new responses based on the
image there or by responding to what a
previous group wrote.
5. Continue this process until students
arrive at their original chart paper.
Have students read the information on
their original chart paper and share with

North and
South
America
-Cause/
effect
transition
words and
examples
displayed
on projector
screen
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the class what they have learned using
the whip around response protocol to
give each group a chance to share.
Closing

Writing

15 mins

1. To wrap-up this lesson, students will be
given a formative assessment in the
form of three exit tickets to summarize
what they learned. Place three posters
around the room with the three
questions addressing the learning
targets of the lesson (have these ready
and posted before the start of class):
a. Poster #1: Write down ideas
about how indigenous people
arrived in America.
b. Poster #2: What helped
American cultures develop and
thrive?
c. Poster #3: Which Indigenous
American culture area or
specific culture are you
interested in learning more
about? Why are you interested
in this culture or culture area?
2. For poster #1 & #2, have students
demonstrate the use of cause/effect
transition words by having them utilize
different ones in their responses.
Display the same cause/effect transition
words list and sample sentences
utilized earlier in the lesson.
3. Hand out three large sticky notes or
more to each student. Students should
place at least one sticky note on each
poster.
4. End the day’s work with praise and
affirmations by having students
verbally give the person next to them a
compliment on something they think
the person did well that day.

-Three small
posters with
one of the
exit ticket
questions
written on
each
-Large
sticky notes
-Cause/
effect
transition
words and
examples
displayed
on projector
screen

Lesson #1- Unit Introduction: Bdote/Land Bridge Theory Materials
Warm Up Materials
Bdote reading:
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Bdote
To the Dakota, Mni Sota Makoce is “the land where the waters reflect the skies.” The
Dakota word Bdote generally means “where two waters come together”. Bdote
represents the spiritual and physical place of creation for the Dakota people. Bdote is
located where Haha Tanka (river of the waterfall) or Wakpa Tanka (big river), and the
Mnisota Wakpa come together- this area is central to Dakota spirituality and history.
According to the origin stories of the Bdewakantunwan Dakota (one of the Seven Fires
of the Dakota Oyate), the point where the rivers come together here, the Bdote, is the
center of the earth. It is, as taught by the Bdewakantunwan, where the Dakota people
began- where the Dakota arrived in human form. Seven tribes of Dakota are said to
have descended from the seven stars of Orion’s belt, arriving at the convergence of
these two great rivers.
Bdote (Spanish)
Para la nación Dakota, Mni Sota Makoce es "la tierra donde las aguas reflejan los
cielos". La palabra Dakota Bdote generalmente significa "donde se juntan dos aguas".
Bdote representa el lugar espiritual y físico de creación para los Dakota. Bdote se
encuentra donde se unen Haha Tanka (río de la cascada) o Wakpa Tanka (río grande) y
el Mnisota Wakpa; esta área es fundamental para la espiritualidad y la historia de los
Dakota. Según las historias de origen del Bdewakantunwan Dakota (uno de los Siete
Fuegos del Dakota Oyate), el punto donde los ríos se unen aquí, el Bdote, es el centro de
la tierra. Es, como lo enseñó el Bdewakantunwan, donde comenzó la nación Dakota,
donde llegaron los Dakota en forma humana. Se dice que siete tribus de Dakota
descendieron de las siete estrellas del cinturón de Orión, llegando a la convergencia de
estos dos grandes ríos.

Mni Sota: Dakota Sacred Waters Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SOQm7Emo6pU&t=106s
Land Bridge Theory Intro Materials
Land Bridge Theory Visuals:
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KWL Chart:
K-W-L Chart
Topic (Tema):_______________________
What I Know
(Lo Que Ya Sé o Conozco)

What I Want to Know or
Wonder (Question Form)
(Lo Que Quiero Saber o
Preguntas Que Tengo)

CBC Land Bridge Theory Video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xH8KHZY8HdA
Indigeous peoples of America maps/visuals:

What I Learned
(Lo Que Aprendi)
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Indigenous American civilization mini virtual tour videos:
Cahokia- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=76Weq_Oc_Io
Machu Pichu- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oZ90M55mDac
Teotihuacan: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CDQ9Qi3itZc
Tulum: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PRbhALqYkI4
Culture Areas of the Americas Materials
Geography areas of America images (attach to large chart paper):
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Cause/effect transition words and examples to display:

Lesson

#2- Native American Culture Project

Content
Learning
Target (s)

➔ I can describe the major culture areas in America prior to the
arrival of Europeans.

Language
Learning
Target (s)

➔ I can ask and answer questions when listening to a speaker.
➔ I can orally describe key ideas and details about my chosen
culture area of America to a partner.

Use of the
Guiding
Principles for
Culturally
Responsive
Teaching of
MLs

☑Culturally responsive teaching simultaneously supports and
challenges students
➔ Scaffolded instruction
◆ Teacher modeling and think alouds
◆ Multimodal learning opportunities
◆ Routines to support reading and writing
☑Culturally responsive teaching places students the center of
learning
➔ Opportunities for student choice
➔ Self-assessment opportunities
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➔ Oral language activities
☑Culturally responsive teaching leverages students’ linguistic and
cultural backgrounds
➔ Multicultural resources
➔ Multilingual resources
➔ Use of translanguaging and home languages
Use of the
Ready for
Rigor
Framework

CLR
Activities &
Strategies
Utilized

Sequence &
Timing

Warm-up
10 mins

☑Learning Partnerships:
➔ Balance giving students both care and push
➔ Help students cultivate a positive mindset and sense of
self-efficacy
➔ Support each student to take greater ownership for their
learning
☑Information Processing:
➔ Provide an appropriate challenge in order to stimulate brain
growth to increase intellective capacity
➔ Provide students authentic opportunities to process content
➔ Teach students cognitive routines using the brain;s natural
learning systems
➔ Use formative assessments to increase intellective capacity
☑Community of Learners and Learning Environment:
➔ Build classroom culture and learning around communal
(sociocultural) talk and task structures
➔ Use classroom rituals and routines to support a culture of
learning
➔ Call and response attention signals to start/end and transition
lesson
➔ Yesterday’s headlines discussion protocol
➔ Merry-Go-Round discussion protocol
➔ Story retelling writing activity
➔ Pick-a-stick discussion protocol
➔ Time to/end attention signal
➔ Three-Step Interview discussion protocol
➔ Praise and affirmations to end class
Language
Domains

Listening,
speaking,
reading,
writing

Description of Learning Activities

1. Begin the day by letting students
connect with the classroom
community by giving
announcements out loud about

Materials,
Resources,
&
Technology
-Blank
notecards &
writing
utensils
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

celebrations/events in their lives,
this can be done with or without a
discussion protocol.
Then, proceed to begin class with
an energetic call and response
attention signal such as Se
Puede?/Si se Puede! Display and
go over learning targets and the
process of the lesson so that
students may anticipate what is to
come.
This will be the second lesson in
the unit and can begin with a
review of the content covered in
the previous day. To accomplish
this, the “Yesterday’s Headlines”
discussion protocol can be used,
which is accomplished in four
different steps. In this protocol,
students will be asked first to talk
to 2-3 different peers around them
about yesterday’s important
concept or “headline”.
Second, students will receive a
blank notecard where they will
write an explanation about a
concept from the previous day’s
lesson. In the notecard, the
concept must be explained and a
reasoning as to why it is
important.
Third, the teacher will collect the
notecards and then pass them back
out to the class randomly. Each
student will read the notecard in
front of them and if they have a
concept they do not understand or
they think is wrong, they can take
it and place it on a “Headlines”
chart posted in the front of the
room.
Lastly, the teacher can address
misconceptions or confusing
topics utilizing the “Headlines”.

-One large
chart paper
titled
“Headlines
”
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Indigenous
American
Culture
Project
Intro
5 mins

Reading,
listening,
speaking

1. The main part of the day’s lesson
will consist of an introduction to
the Indigenous American culture
project and work time. Students
have been working on learning
about Indigenous American
culture areas in general and how
they thrived. With this project,
students will have a chance to
focus on a specific culture area or
group and explore in depth while
making connections between the
past and the present.
2. This project is challenging and
thus the teacher must be cognizant
of the language levels in the
classroom and the type of support
necessary. For example, students
with beginner levels of English
language development should be
given the opportunity to include
information in their home
language for the project, which is
a way to validate and affirm.
Students could also be given the
opportunity to work in
partnerships with a language
buddy- another student who
shares their home language.
3. Students may or may not have
experience with this type of
project, and so it will be important
to provide samples of previous
student work in different modes
for students to get an idea of
expectations. Choose projects
previously completed in various
formats and of different qualities
(without student identifiers) or
display samples of your choosing.
4. Demonstrate the examples one by
one and then use the
merry-go-round discussion
protocol to ask students to state at
least one thing they think works

-Project
examples
(can be
previously
completed
student
work)
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well for each and one thing they
think could be improved. Since
this is a brief and concise
protocol, students will be able to
quickly review and think through
what exemplary work should look
like and what they should avoid.
Be careful to choose previous
projects that will be good samples
for the class to review.
Indigenous
American
Culture
Project
Guided
Work Time
60 mins

Reading,
listening,
writing,
speaking

1. Give students an instruction sheet
that includes step-by-step clear
instructions as to what must be
included in the project. Since this
is a multi-step project, the teacher
can give students more structure
by splitting the steps into two
separate days. During the first day
students can do the following:
○ Choose a Indigenous
American culture area or
specific infigenous culture
groups (give examples of
different culture areas or
culture groups to choose
from). Have students
review their choices and
verbalize which group
they will focus on.
○ Choose the format through
which they will “present”
their project. Projects can
be made by hand or
electronically as posters,
written reports, via Google
docs or Google slides or
any other creative format.
○ In the sample project
instruction sheet, there are
at least eight elements
necessary to make up the
bulk of the project. This
first day can be utilized to
focus on the first four

-Indigenous
American
Culture
Project
Instruction
Sheet
-Sample
academic
text snippets
-Example of
academic
summary
displayed on
screen
projector
-Scratch
paper,
writing
utensils
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

elements: Geographic
setting, food/agriculture
practices, society, and
religious practices. Give
students previously
selected reliable sources of
information to help
support the research
process especially for
those students who might
be trying something like
this for the first time.
Go over each step intentionally
with the class and pause after each
step presented to check in with the
students.
Researching to then summarize
information as a project can be
challenging in a language
classroom with various language
levels. To support students who
are new to the process, use the
story retelling writing activity
with students in partnerships to
practice paraphrasing and
summarizing. During this process,
they should also practice
highlighting important
information, like the types of
details they need for the project.
For this activity, give students
snippets of relevant (about the
lesson topic) sample academic
text for them to retell in their own
words in written form.
After students have highlighted
important details and have written
a retelling of the text in their own
words, they can then share their
retelling with a partner and make
observations about their writing
with each other.
Utilize the pick-a-stick
discussion protocol to have some
of the students share their text and
retelling of the text. Validate what
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the partnerships did to retell the
text and offer additional
suggestions for paraphrasing and
summarizing by providing an
example that directly
demonstrates teacher expectations
for this research project. Be sure
to display the example on the
board or projector and model the
summarizing process utilizing a
think-aloud.
7. After students have chosen the
group or culture area they will
research, the format in which they
will present the project, and
confusions have been clarified,
the remaining time should be
utilized as guided work time and
check- ins with students about
their progress on the project.
Closing
10 mins

Listening,
speaking

1. Utilize the established call and
response attention signal Se
puede?/Si se puede! from the
beginning of class to get the
students to come back together
and listen for the ending activity.
2. For a quick wrap-up pertaining to
the project and content, utilize the
three-step interview discussion
protocol. In this protocol, the
first step is for students to pair up
and interview their partner about
the project. The second step is for
students to then reverse their
roles. The third step is for students
to share their partner’s response
either with another pairing or the
class in general.
3. To make this process quick and
concise, give students three
questions to ask and respond to
and sentence frames for responses
for the interview that students can
utilize or add to. For example:

-Sticky notes
-Interview
questions
and
response
sentence
frames on
paper or
displayed at
the front of
the room
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a. What are two things you
learned about your chosen
culture/group today?
Two things I learned about
____ culture are _____.
b. What are you excited to
learn more about in this
project?
Something I am excited to
learn more about
________culture is
_____________.
c. What do you need help
with at this point for the
project?
Something that is
challenging for me so far
is __________.
4. Be sure to display these sentence
frames somewhere at the front of
the room or give students paper
copies for them to refer to.
Include translations for home
languages as necessary and
encourage translanguaging in the
interviews.
5. End the day’s work with praise
and affirmations by writing a
quick note to themselves on a
sticky note about something they
did well in class that they want to
continue to do throughout the day.
This can be related to classwork,
what they did to stay focused,
how they helped someone, etc.
Have them stick the note to their
most used binder/notebook so that
they can see it the rest of the day.
Lesson #2- Native American Culture Project Materials
Indigenous American Culture Project Guided Work Time Materials:
Indigenous American culture project instruction sheet:
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Exploring Indigenous Cultures of America
For this mini project, you will be briefly exploring Indigenous Cultures of North and
South America. You will be working to inform our class about a selected indigenous
culture or region. Please follow the steps below to complete this project:
DAY #1
Step 1: Pick 1 of the following cultures or culture regions to research:
➔ Native American culture of the Southwest
➔ Native American culture of the West
➔ Native American culture of the Northeast
➔ Native American culture of the Plains
➔ Aztec
➔ Maya
➔ Inca
➔ Others?
Step 2: Choose how you would like to present your findings:
➔ Google doc
➔ Google slides
➔ By hand
➔ A collage
➔ A written paper
➔ Other ideas?
Step 3: Your project MUST include the following elements at the very least:
➔ Specific tribes/groups if applicable
➔ Geographic setting (where did they live?) BE SPECIFIC here!
◆ What kind of homes did they have?
◆ What modern day areas did they live in?
➔ Food and Agricultural practices
➔ Society
◆ How were societies organized?
◆ What important societal norms were a part of the culture?
➔ Religious practices
➔ Pictures and maps
➔ Other details you consider important
Ideas for resources:
➔ https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/us-history/precontact-and-early-colo
nial-era/before-contact/v/native-american-societies-before-contact
➔ https://www.history.com/topics/native-american-history/native-american-cultur
es
➔ https://www.britannica.com/topic/Native-American/The-Arctic
➔ Maya:
◆ https://maya.nmai.si.edu/maya
◆ https://www.historymuseum.ca/cmc/exhibitions/civil/maya/mmc01eng.h
tml
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◆
➔ Aztec:
◆
◆
◆
➔ Inca:
◆
◆
◆

https://www.worldhistory.org/Maya_Civilization/
https://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Aztec_Civilization
https://www.worldhistory.org/Aztec_Civilization/
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Aztec
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Inca
https://www.worldhistory.org/Inca_Civilization/
https://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Inca_Civilization

Indigenous Cultures of America Project Points Breakdown
Element/ Detail

Points

Geography

5

Food/ Agriculture Practices

5

Society

5

Religious Practices

5

Pictures/Maps

5

Authentic Story

5

Current Update

10

Questions

5

Creativity

5

Effort/Use of Class Time

5

Total

55

Academic text snippets and summary example:
#1:Indigenous People of California
Before European contact, the temperate California area had more people than any
other North American landscape at the time, approximately 300,000 people in the
mid-16th century. It's estimated that 100 different tribes and groups spoke more than
200 dialects. Despite having great diversity, many indigenous people of California
lived very similar lives. They did not practice much agriculture. Instead, they
organized themselves into small, family-based bands of hunter-gatherers known as
tribelets. Inter-tribelet relationships, based on well-established systems of trade and
common rights, were generally peaceful.
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#2:Indigenous People of the Great Basin
The Great Basin culture area, an expansive bowl formed by the Rocky Mountains to
the east, the Sierra Nevadas to the west, the Columbia Plateau to the north, and the
Colorado Plateau to the south, was a barren wasteland of deserts, salt flats and
brackish lakes. Its people, most of whom spoke Shoshonean or Uto-Aztecan dialects
(the Bannock, Paiute and Ute, for example), foraged for roots, seeds and nuts and
hunted snakes, lizards and small mammals. Because they were always on the move,
they lived in compact, easy-to-build wikiups made of willow poles or saplings,
leaves and brush. Their settlements and social groups were impermanent, and
communal leadership (what little there was) was informal.
#3:Indigenous People of the Subarctic
In the Subarctic, travel was difficult—toboggans, snowshoes and lightweight canoes
were the primary means of transportation—and population was sparse. In general,
the peoples of the Subarctic did not form large permanent settlements; instead, small
family groups stuck together as they traipsed after herds of caribou. They lived in
small, easy-to-move tents and lean-tos, and when it grew too cold to hunt they
hunkered into underground dugouts.
#4:Indigenous People of the Southeast
The Southeast culture area, north of the Gulf of Mexico and south of the Northeast,
was a humid, fertile agricultural region. Many of its natives were expert
farmers—they grew staple crops like maize, beans, squash, tobacco and
sunflower—who organized their lives around small ceremonial and market villages
known as hamlets. Perhaps the most familiar of the Southeastern Indigenous peoples
are the Cherokee, Chickasaw, Choctaw, Creek and Seminole, sometimes called the
Five Civilized Tribes, some of whom spoke a variant of the Muskogean language.

history.com

Closing Materials:
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Interview questions and response sentence frames with Spanish translations:
➔ Question #1: What are two things you learned about your chosen culture/group
today?
Response frame: Two things I learned about _______ culture are __________.
Pregunta #1: ¿Cuáles son dos cosas que aprendiste sobre la cultura que
elegiste para tu proyecto?
➔ Question #2: What are you excited to learn more about in this project?
Response frame: Something I am excited to learn more about ________culture
is ________.
Pregunta #2: ¿Qué te emociona sobre lo que vas aprender en este proyecto?
➔ Question #3: What do you need help with at this point for the project?
Response frame: Something that is challenging for me so far is __________.
Pregunta #3: En qué aspectos necesitas ayuda para completar tu proyecto?
Lesson

#3- Native American Culture Project Continued

Content
Learning
Target (s)

➔ I can describe the major culture areas in America prior to the
arrival of Europeans.

Language
Learning
Target (s)

➔ I can describe in writing a chosen culture area of America by
paraphrasing key ideas and details from various sources.

Use of the
Guiding
Principles for
Culturally
Responsive
Teaching of
MLs

☑Culturally responsive teaching simultaneously supports and
challenges students
➔ Scaffolded instruction
◆ Teacher modeling and think alouds
◆ Multimodal learning opportunities
◆ Routines to support reading and writing
☑Culturally responsive teaching places students the center of
learning
➔ Opportunities for student choice
➔ Self-assessment opportunities
➔ Oral language activities
☑Culturally responsive teaching leverages students’ linguistic and
cultural backgrounds
➔ Multicultural resources
➔ Multilingual resources
➔ Use of translanguaging and home languages

Use of the
Ready for
Rigor
Framework

☑Awareness:
➔ Recognize cultural archetypes of individualism and
collectivism
➔ Understand how the brain learns
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➔ Understand the socio-political context around race and
language
☑Learning Partnerships:
➔ Balance giving students both care and push
➔ Help students cultivate a positive mindset and sense of
self-efficacy
➔ Support each student to take greater ownership for their
learning
☑Information Processing:
➔ Provide an appropriate challenge in order to stimulate brain
growth to increase intellective capacity
➔ Teach students cognitive routines using the brain’s natural
learning systems
➔ Use formative assessments to increase intellective capacity
☑Community of Learners and Learning Environment:
➔ Build classroom culture and learning around communal
(sociocultural) talk and task structures
➔ Use classroom rituals and routines to support a culture of
learning
CLR
Activities &
Strategies
Utilized

Sequence &
Timing

Warm up
10 mins

➔ Call and response attention signals to start/end and transition
lesson
➔ Musical shares movement protocol
➔ Time to/end call and response protocol
➔ Turn and talk discussion protocol
➔ Thumbs up/down or fist-to-five response protocol
➔ Praise and affirmations to end class
Language
Domains

Writing,
speaking,
listening

Description of Learning Activities

1. Begin the day by letting students
connect with the classroom
community by giving
announcements out loud about
celebrations/events in their lives,
this can be done with or without a
discussion protocol.
2. Then, proceed to begin class with
an energetic call and response
attention signal such as Power to
the/People! Display and go over
learning targets and the process of

Materials,
Resources,
&
Technology
-Warm up
questions
and
response
sentence
stems
displayed
on
projector
screen
-Upbeat,
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the lesson so that students may
anticipate what is to come.
3. Today’s lesson will consist of a
continuation and wrap-up of the
Indigenous American Culture
Project. To warm up, utilize the
musical shares movement
protocol. With this protocol,
students will get an opportunity
to review and share a bit of what
they have learned with 3-4 other
students.
4. First, instruct students to respond
to the following sample questions
in writing, response stems should
also be utilized as a scaffold.
These questions/sentence stems
should be displayed at the front of
the room for students to refer to:
○ What Indigenous culture
area/group are you
researching?
In my research, I am
learning about …
○ What are two things you
have learned about your
Indigenous culture
area/group so far?
Two things I have learned
so far about ________
are…
5. Next, explain that students will be
sharing their responses with
several classmates. Students
should stand up at their desks
with their responses in hand. The
teacher should then play music
(current, upbeat, familiar to and
liked by the students) and
students should move or dance
around the room. When the music
stops, students should sit or stand
by a person next to them and
share their responses. Students

current
song to
play for
transitions
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should receive about 45 seconds
to share and the process starts
again with the teacher playing the
music again. The process should
continue until students have
shared with 3-4 different peers.
6. Use a call and response
attention signal such as The
more you do/the better you get to
get students focused on the next
step of the lesson.
Indigenous
American
Culture
Project
Guided
Work Time
60 mins

Reading,
writing

1. Students should continue to
utilize the instruction sheet that
includes step-by-step clear
instructions as to what must be
included in the project. As they
are continuing this multi-step
project, direct students to work on
the second half of the steps. This
means that during the second day
students can work on the
following:
○ Additional details, ensure
that there are
pictures/maps to enrich
each component of the
project
○ Find an authentic story
from the group/selected
tribe to share with the
class and a way to
connect it to today
○ Find the current
whereabouts and updates
on what has become of
this group/tribe
○ Construct 2 open-ended
questions for the class
about your project
2. The remaining time should be
utilized as guided work time.
Ensure to check in with students
about their progress and support
in areas needed.

-Indigenous
American
Culture
Project
Instruction
Sheet Day 2
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Closing:
SelfAssessment
and
Reflection
15 mins

Reading,
writing,
speaking,
listening

1. Utilize the Se puede?/Si se puede
call and response attention
signal established at the
beginning of the class period to
get the students to come back
together and listen for the ending
activity.
2. By this time, students should be
finished or nearly finished with
their Indigenous Culture Project.
A way for students to be involved
in assessing their own learning
with self-assessment and
reflection. This is what students
will complete as a closing and
formative assessment.
3. After students have completed the
self-assessment, the teacher can
utilize the turn and talk
discussion protocol to have
students share the last reflections
on their self-assessment sheet
which read as follows:
What areas do you need
support in?
I would like more help with
______________________. One
thing I have already done to help
myself in this area is _________.
What grade do I think I deserve
for this project? Why?
Based on the self-assessment, I
think I deserve a _____ in this
project because _____________.
4. Finally, to get an overall sense of
the completion of the project, the
teacher can utilize thumbs
up/down or fist to five response
protocol for students to answer
the question: Is your project
completed/mostly completed?
5. Finish the day with parise and
affirmations by having the
students give each a

-Indigenous
Culture
Project
SelfAssessment
and
Reflection
Sheet
English &
Spanish
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congratulatory hand gesture such
as air high-five, a fist bump, or
any other type they feel
comfortable with.
Lesson #3- Indigenous Culture Project Continued Materials
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Warm Up Materials:
Warm up questions and response sentence stems with Spanish translations:

Indigenous Culture Project Guided Work Time Materials:
Indigenous Cultures of America project instruction sheet for day 2:
Exploring Indigenous Cultures of America
For this project, you will be briefly exploring Indigenous Cultures of North and South America. You will
be working to inform our class about a selected indigenous culture or region. Please follow the steps
below to complete this project:
DAY #2
Step 4: After learning some of the surface information about your chosen area/group, go further by
searching for the following:
➔ Find at least one story (myth, narrative) told by this group/tribe that you find interesting to share
with the class
➔ Where is this group/tribe now?
◆ What happened to them after Europeans arrived?
◆ Why do they live in these areas now?
◆ What has changed about their lifestyle today?
➔ At least 2 questions for the class… these must be open-ended (not have just 1 answer!) and
inspire critical thinking
◆ Example: Why do you think this cultural region thrived in this area?
Ideas for resources:
➔ https://www.khanacademy.org/humanities/us-history/precontact-and-early-colonial-era/before-c
ontact/v/native-american-societies-before-contact
➔ https://www.history.com/topics/native-american-history/native-american-cultures
➔ https://www.britannica.com/topic/Native-American/The-Arctic
➔ Maya:
◆ https://maya.nmai.si.edu/maya
◆ https://www.historymuseum.ca/cmc/exhibitions/civil/maya/mmc01eng.html
◆ https://www.worldhistory.org/Maya_Civilization/
➔ Aztec:
◆ https://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Aztec_Civilization
◆ https://www.worldhistory.org/Aztec_Civilization/
◆ https://www.britannica.com/topic/Aztec
➔ Inca:
◆ https://www.britannica.com/topic/Inca
◆ https://www.worldhistory.org/Inca_Civilization/
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◆ https://www.newworldencyclopedia.org/entry/Inca_Civilization
Indigenous Cultures of America Project Points Breakdown
Element/Detail

Points

Geography

5

Food/Agricultural Practices

5

Society

5

Religious Practices

5

Pictures/Maps

5

Authentic Story

5

Current Update

10

Questions

5

Creativity

5

Effort/Use of Class Time

5

Total

_____/55

Closing Materials:
Indigenous Culture Project Self-Assessment and Reflection sheet English/Spanish:
Exploring Indigenous Cultures Project Self-Assessment/Reflection
Element
Tribes or groups (if applicable)
Geographic Setting
Where did they live?
What kinds of homes did they
have?
What modern day areas did they
live in?
Food and Agricultural Practices
Society
How was the society organized?
What important societal norms
were part of the culture?
Religious Practices

Yes

No

What Do I Need to Add?
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Pictures and Maps Throughout
Other Important Details
Authentic Story
(a myth or other narrative to
share with the class)
Current Update on the
Group/Tribe
At least 2 OPEN-ENDED
questions for the class to answer
about the indigenous culture you
picked
Is my project neat and creative?
Did I put in effort into this project
and use my time in class?
What areas do you need support
in?
What grade do you think you
deserve for this project? Why?

I would like more help with _____________________________.
One thing I have already done to help myself in this area is ____
___________________________________________________.
Based on the self-assessment, I think I deserve a _____ in this
project because ______________________________________
___________________________________________________.

Explorando Culturas Indígenas de América Autoevaluación y Reflexión
Elemento
Tribus o grupos (si es que aplica)
Sitio Geografico
En donde vivían?
¿Qué tipo de casas tenían?
¿Qué lugares modernos
habitaban?
Comidas y Prácticas Agrícolas
Sociedad
¿Cómo estaba organizada la
sociedad?
¿Cuáles normas sociales eran
importantes en su cultura?
Prácticas Religiosas
Mapas e Imagenes
Otros Detalles Importantes

Si

No

¿Qué necesito añadir?
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Cuento Auténtico
(un mito u otra narración para
compartir con las clase)
Actualización al corriente sobre el
grupo o tribu
Por lo menos dos preguntas
abiertas para que la clase conteste
sobre la cultura que escogí.
¿Es mi proyecto ordenado y
creativo?
Puse esfuerzo al hacer este
proyecto y utilice mi tiempo en
clase?
¿En qué áreas necesitas apoyo?
¿Qué nota o calificación crees
que mereces en este proyecto?
¿Por qué?

Lesson

Me gustaría más ayuda con _____________________________.
Una cosa que ya he hecho para mejorar en esta área es ______
___________________________________________________.
Según la autoevaluación, creo que merezco una calificación de
_____ en este proyecto porque ___________________________
___________________________________________________.

#4- Colonization Intro: Tenochtitlan Case Study

Content
Learning
Target (s)

➔ I can analyze primary sources to answer historical questions.

Language
Learning
Target (s)

➔ I can read primary sources describing the meeting of the Mexica
and the Spanish, analyze and interpret the events, and answer
historical questions through writing in groups.

Use of the
Guiding
Principles
for
Culturally
Responsive
Teaching of
MLs

☑Culturally responsive teaching simultaneously supports and
challenges students
➔ Academic mindset reflection
➔ Scaffolded instruction
➔ Multimodal learning opportunities
☑Culturally responsive teaching places students at the center of
learning
➔ Peer assessments
➔ Oral language activities
☑Culturally responsive teaching leverages students’ linguistic and
cultural backgrounds
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➔
➔
➔
➔
Use of the
Ready for
Rigor
Framework

CLR
Activities &
Strategies
Utilized

Image discussions
Multilingual resources
Multicultural resources
Use of translanguaging and home languages in the classroom

☑Awareness
➔ Recognize the cultural archetypes of individualism and
collectivism
➔ Broaden your interpretation of culturally and linguistically
diverse students’ learning behaviors
☑Learning Partnerships
➔ Balance giving students both care and push
➔ Help students cultivate a positive mindset and sense of
self-efficacy
➔ Support each student to take greater ownership for his learning
☑Information Processing
➔ Provide appropriate challenge in order to stimulate brain growth
to increase intellective capacity
➔ Teach students cognitive routines using the brain’s natural
learning systems
☑Community of Learners and Learning Environment
➔ Create an environment that intellectually and socially safe for
learning
➔ Build classroom culture and learning around communal
(sociocultural) talk and task structures
➔ Use classrooms rituals and routines to support a culture of
learning
➔ Call and response to start/end class and transition between
activities
➔ Journal writing
➔ Post your thoughts response protocol
➔ Whip around discussion protocol
➔ Numbered heads together discussion/response protocol
➔ Think-pair-share discussion protocol
➔ Praise and affirmations to end class

Sequence &
Timing

Language
Domains

Warm up/
Review

Reading,
writing

Description of Learning Activities

1. Begin the day by letting students
connect with the classroom
community by giving

Materials,
Resources,
&
Technology
-Student
created
Indigenous
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15 mins

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

announcements out loud about
celebrations/events in their lives,
this can be done with or without a
discussion protocol.
Then, proceed to begin class with an
energetic call and response
attention signal such as Who’s got
it better than us?/Nobody! Display
and go over learning targets and the
process of the lesson so that students
may anticipate what is to come.
To begin today’s lesson, plan for
students to share their Indigenous
American Culture projects. Utilize a
peer assessment in the form of a
critique protocol like a gallery
walk. To make the gallery walk
successful, student work should be
displayed around the room or shared
electronically with peers. Then,
students can provide feedback on
each project in writing on sticky
notes.
Students should be instructed to give
feedback that is kind, helpful, and
specific. Scaffold by modeling
through a think aloud giving
examples of what this can look and
sound like before students start.
Another way to scaffold this critique
protocol is by giving students
sentence stems that are specific to
the type of feedback the teacher
would like students to practice
giving. Provide translations for the
necessary home languages. For
example:
○ Something I think you did
well is…
○ Something I have a question
about is…
○ Something I think you could
try next time is…
After the gallery walk is completed,
students should quietly reflect on the
feedback given to them by their

American
Culture
projects
-Large
sticky notes,
notebook
paper,
writing
utensils
-Feedback
sentence
frames
displayed on
projector
screen
-Journal
writing
prompts
displayed on
projector
screen
-Notebook
paper
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peers by completing a quick write
activity, like journal writing, in
which they write about what they
believe they did well on their project
and how they want to improve their
work in the future.
Tenochtitlan Speaking,
Case Study listening
Warm up:
Image
Analysis
10 mins

1. This next activity will serve as a
transition and preview into what will
be coming for the rest of the unit.
Students will engage in critical
analysis of a set of 4 images of
different artist renditions of the
meeting of Hernan Cortes and
Moctezuma II in 1519.
2. Give students question prompts for
the critical thinking aspect of the
image analysis. These questions
should either be displayed next to
the images in the center of the room
or handed out for students to be able
to reference. As with other lesson
activities, another scaffold is
translations to the home language.
3. Students should be given a few
minutes to quietly analyze the
pictures and think about the critical
thinking questions. Utilize the post
your thoughts response protocol
for students to be able to write their
thoughts on the questions. In this
protocol, students write as many
response ideas on small sticky notes
to try to cover their desk in a single
layer with as many responses as
possible. Depending on the size of
the class, this can be done
individually, in pairs, or in groups.
4. Lastly, use the whip around
discussion protocol to go from one
end of the room to the other with
each student or group sharing their
responses in a quick and orderly
fashion.
5. Encourage students to make

-Cortes/
Moctezuma
meeting
artist
renditions
-Image
analysis
critical
thinking
questions
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connections about the responses
given to each question. Some of the
connections emphasized should be
the meeting of different cultures,
indigenous peoples of America
meeting Europeans for the first time,
confrontation between the groups,
and the different interpretations of
historical events depending on each
perspective emphasized.
Culture
Clash
Preview:
Tenochtitlan
Case Study
50 mins

Reading,
writing,
speaking,
listening

1. Drawing on the previous responses
and connections made by students,
transition into the reading case study
in which students will analyze the
events represented in the images.
Students will be analyzing the
responses of the Aztecs and
Spaniards after encountering each
other in the famous city of
Tenochtitlan. Students will be
working to interpret the events of
this encounter by reading authentic
primary documents.
2. Analyzing primary documents is an
academic activity that can be very
difficult, thus scaffolding is crucial
to support students in this analysis.
To make this reading analysis
collaborative and supported, have
students work in groups of 3-4
utilizing the numbered heads
together discussion/response
protocol to facilitate discussion
later. With this protocol, each
student should be assigned a number
based on the amount of people in
their groups (1-3 or 4). Be
intentional about the groupings of
students to allow for multilingual
discussions about the content if
necessary.
3. Each group will then receive a
different perspective to analyze:
a. One group will receive

-Cortes
letter to the
king of
Spain
excerpt and
leveled
analysis
questions
-Mexica
accounts of
Moctezuma
meeting
Cortes
excerpt and
leveled
analysis
questions
-Bernal
Diaz del
Castillo
describes
Tenochtitlan
excerpt and
leveled
analysis
questions
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4.

5.

6.

7.

Cortes’ perspective by
reading an excerpt taken
from one his letters written
by Hernan Cortes to the king
of Spain describing the
valley of Mexico:
Tenochtitlan in Cartas y
relaciones de Hernan Cortés
al emperador Carlos V.
b. Another group will receive
the closest option to the
perspective of the Mexica
(Aztec) people through the
writings of Bernardino de
Sahagún, from the Florentine
Codex.
c. The last perspective explored
will be that of Bernal Diaz
del Castillo, one of Cortes’
men, through his writings
describing his impression of
Tenochtitlan.
These groupings can be repeated
depending on the size of the class.
As a scaffold, these texts can be
translated to the home languages
present in the classroom.
Then, within their groups, students
will work together to respond to a
series of different levels of questions
for each document. Again, translate
the questions to the relevant home
languages as necessary for students
in the classroom.
Students will work together to pull
information from various places in
the text, make inferences and
connections, and form opinions
about the events based on their
assigned text and perspective.
Support students by checking in
with each group to ensure they are
progressing adequately during the
time allotted.
Utilize the established call and
response attention signal Who’s got
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it better than us?/Nobody! to bring
the class back together for the next
set of directions.
8. For the next step, a person from
each group will share their
responses. Going back to the
numbered heads together
discussion and response protocol,
roll a number cube and ask the
students from each group with the
number rolled to stand. Repeat this
procedure until all responses have
been shared with the class.
Wrap-up
Reflection
& Closing
10 mins

Writing,
listening,
speaking

1. As a wrap-up for the lesson, remind
students that the case study they
have just spent time is a preview to
the events that are to come later in
the unit of cultures clashing. Utilize
the Barometer activity (an example
of a movement activity) in
combination with the
think-pair-share protocol to get
students to reflect on what they have
been learning. Display the
following question at the front of the
room:

-Signs
labeled
“Positive”
and
“Negative”
on opposite
ends of the
room
-Reflection
question
displayed on
screen
projector

Do you think the clash of cultures and what
came after (North and South America as we -Large
know it today) was a positive or negative
sticky notes
event for the world? Why?
and writing
2. On opposite ends of the room, place utensil
signs labeled “Positive” “Negative”
(do before the start of class). Allow
students to reflect and write a reason
for their opinion on a sticky note
(keep these for later use in the
unit!).
3. Have students stand to physically
position themselves in the room
based on their response. Once
students have positioned
themselves, ask them to share their
response with someone around
them, and lastly have at least one
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student from each category share
their thinking with the whole group.
4. Wrap up the lesson with praise and
affirmations such as having students
pair up (self or strategically
assigned) and describe each other’s
strengths and why they are
important. For example:
I think one of your strengths is
________. This strength is
important because__________.
Lesson #4-Colonization Intro: Tenochtitlan Case Study Materials
Warm Up Materials:
Feedback sentence frames:

Feedback reflection prompts:

Tenochtitlan Case Study Warm up: Image Analysis Materials:
Moctezuma/Cortes Meeting Artist Renditions:
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Image analysis critical thinking questions English/Spanish:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

What do you notice about each picture?
a. What are you seeing that is the same in each?
b. What is different in each?
c. Who do you think the people in the pictures are?
What do you think is happening in each picture?
Which picture commands your attention the most? Why?
Who do you think holds the power in each picture?
a. How do you know?
b. Why do you think these pictures are painted that way?
What could these images have to do with what we have been learning about in this unit so far?
What could these images have to do with what we will learn in this unit next?
What questions do you have about each picture?
¿Qué notaste sobre cada imagen?
a. ¿Qué estás viendo que es igual en cada imagen?
b. ¿Qué es diferente en cada una?
c. ¿Quién piensas que son las personas en las imágenes?
¿Qué piensas que está pasando en las imágenes?
¿Que llama tu atención en las imágenes? ¿Por qué?
¿Quién parece tener poder en cada imagen?
¿Qué podrían tener que ver estas imágenes con lo que hemos estado aprendiendo en esta
unidad hasta ahora?
¿Qué podrían tener que ver estas imágenes con lo que aprenderemos en esta unidad a
continuación?
¿Qué preguntas tienes sobre las imágenes?

Culture Clash Preview: Tenochtitlan Case Study Materials:
Cortes letter to the king of Spain excerpt and leveled analysis questions
English/Spanish:
Written by Hernan Cortes to the king of Spain describing the valley of Mexico: Tenochtitlan in
Cartas y relaciones de Hernan Cortés al emperador Carlos V.
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In order, most potent Sire, to convey to your Majesty a just conception of the great extent of this noble
city of Tenochtitlan, and of the many rare and wonderful objects it contains, of the government and
dominions of Moctezuma, the sovereign; of the religious rites and customs that prevail, and the order
that exists in this as well as other cities appertaining to his realm: it would require the labor of many
accomplished writers, and much time for the completion of the task. I shall not be able to relate an
hundredth part of what could be told respecting these matters but I will endeavor to describe, in the best
manner in my power, what I have myself seen; and imperfectly as I may succeed in the attempt, I am
fully aware that the account will appear so wonderful as to be deemed scarcely worthy of credit; since
even when we who have seen these things with our own eyes, are yet so amazed as to be unable to
comprehend their reality...
The great city of Tenochtitlan is built on the salt lake, and no matter by what road you travel, there are
two leagues from the main body of the city to the mainland. There are four artificial causeways leading
to it, and each is as wide as two cavalry lances. The city itself is as big as Seville or Cordova. The main
streets are very wide and very straight; some of these are on the land, but the rest and all the smaller ones
are half on land, half canals where they paddle their canoes. All the streets have openings in place so that
the water may pass from one canal to another. Over all these openings, and some of them are very wide,
there are bridges made of long and wide beams joined together very firmly and so well made that on
some of them ten horsemen may ride abreast.
The city has many squares where trading is done and markets are held continuously. There is also one
square twice as big as that of Salamanca, with arcades all around, where more than 60,000 come each
day to buy and sell, and where every kind of merchandise produced in these lands is found; provisions as
well as ornaments of gold and silver, lead, brass, copper, tin, stones, shells, bones and feathers.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Cortes Document Analysis Questions
What does Cortes say about Tenochtitlan before he even begins to describe it?
What does Cortes notice about Tenochtitlan?
How else does Cortes describe Tenochtitlan?
Does Cortes seem impressed by the city Tenochtitlan? How do you know?
What impression do you get of Tenochtitlan based on Cortes’ letter to the king?

Escrito por Hernan Cortes al Rey de España describiendo el valle de México: Tenochtitlan en
Cartas y relaciones de Hernan Cortés al emperador Carlos V.
Con el fin de transmitir a Vuestra Majestad, señor más poderoso, una concepción justa de la gran
extensión de esta noble ciudad de Tenochtitlán, y de los muchos objetos raros y maravillosos que
contiene, del gobierno y dominios de Moctezuma, el soberano; de los ritos y costumbres religiosos que
prevalecen, y el orden que existe en esta y otras ciudades pertenecientes a su reino: requeriría el trabajo
de muchos escritores consumados y mucho tiempo para completar la tarea. No podré relatar ni una
centésima parte de lo que podría contarse con respecto a estos asuntos, pero me esforzaré por describir,
de la mejor manera posible, lo que yo mismo he visto; y por imperfectamente que tenga éxito en el
intento, soy plenamente consciente de que el relato parecerá tan maravilloso que apenas se considerará
digno de crédito; ya que incluso cuando nosotros, que hemos visto estas cosas con nuestros propios ojos,
estamos tan asombrados que no podemos comprender su realidad ...
«Esta gran ciudad de Temixtitan está fundada en esta laguna salada, y desde la tierra firme hasta el
cuerpo de dicha ciudad, por cualquiera parte que quisieren entrar a ella, hay dos leguas. Tiene cuatro
entradas, todas de calzada hecha a mano, tan ancha como dos lanzas jinetas. Es tan grande la ciudad
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como Sevilla y Córdoba. Son las calles de ella, digo las principales, muy anchas y muy derechas, y
algunas de éstas y todas las demás son la mitad de tierra y por la otra mitad es agua, por la cual andan en
sus canoas, y todas las calles de trecho a trecho están abiertas por do atraviesa el agua de las unas a las
otras, y en todas estas aberturas, que algunas son muy anchas, hay sus puentes de muy anchas y muy
grandes vigas, juntas y recias y bien labradas, y tales, que por muchas de ellas pueden pasar diez de a
caballo juntos a la par».
«Tiene esta ciudad muchas plazas, donde hay continuo mercado y trato de comprar y vender. Tiene otra
plaza tan grande como dos veces la ciudad de Salamanca, toda cercada de portales alrededor, donde hay
cotidianamente arriba de sesenta mil ánimas comprando y vendiendo; donde hay todos los géneros de
mercadurías que en todas las tierras se hallan, así de mantenimientos como de vituallas, joyas de oro y
plata, de plomo, de latón, de cobre, de estaño, de piedras, de huesos, de conchas, de caracoles y de
plumas.
Preguntas de Análisis
1. ¿Qué dice Cortés sobre Tenochtitlan antes de comenzar a describir la ciudad?
2. ¿Qué dice Cortés sobre Tenochtitlan?
3. De qué otra forma describe Cortés a la ciudad de Tenochtitlan?
4. ¿Piensas que Cortés está impresionado por la ciudad de Tenochtitlan? Como sabes?
5. ¿Qué impresión tienes tú sobre Tenochtitlan basandote en la carta de Cortés?

Mexica accounts of Moctezuma meeting Cortes excerpt and leveled analysis questions
English/Spanish:
Mexica Accounts of Moctezuma Meeting Cortes
From Bernardino de Sahagún, Florentine Codex, Book 12, Chapter 16 (Mexica):
And when the Spaniards had arrived at Xoloco, Moctezuma dressed and prepared himself to meet them
with other great rulers and princes, his major men and nobles. They then went to meet him [Cortés].
They arranged beautiful flowers in gourds used for vases, in the midst of sunflowers and magnolias, they
placed popcorn flowers, yellow magnolias, and cacao blooms, and they made these into wreaths for the
head and for garlands. And they wore golden necklaces, necklaces with pendants, and necklaces with
[precious] stones.
And when Moctezuma went to meet them at Huitzillan, he bestowed gifts on Cortés; he gave him
flowers, he put necklaces on him; he hung garlands around him and put wreaths on his head. Then he
laid out before him, the golden necklaces, all of his gifts [for the Spaniards]. He ended by putting some
of the necklaces on him.
Then Cortés asked him: "Is it not you? Are you not he? Are you Moctezuma?"
And Moctezuma responded: "Yes, I am Moctezuma." Then he stood up to welcome Cortés, to meet him
face to face. He bowed his head low, stretched as far as he could, and stood firm.
Then he addressed him in these words: "Our lord, you are very welcome in your arrival in this land. You
have come to satisfy your curiosity about your noble city of Mexico. You have come here to sit on your
throne, to sit under its canopy, which I have kept for awhile for you. For the rulers and governors [of past
times] have gone: Itzcoatl, Moctezuma I, Axayacatl, Tiçocic, and Ahuitzotl. [Since they are gone], your
poor vassal has been in charge for you, to govern the city of Mexico. Will they come back to the place of
their absence? If even one came, he might witness the marvel that has taken place in my time, see what I
am seeing, as the only descendent of our lords. For I am not just dreaming, not just sleepwalking, not
seeing you in my dreams. I am not just dreaming that I have seen you and have looked at you face to
face. I have been worried for a long time, looking toward the unknown from which you have come, the
mysterious place. For our rulers departed, saying that you would come to your city and sit upon your
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throne. And now it has been fulfilled, you have returned. Go enjoy your palace, rest your body. Welcome
our lords to this land."
When Moctezuma finished his speech, which he directed toward the Marquis, Marina explained and
interpreted it for him. And when the Marquis heard what Moctezuma had said, he spoke to Marina in a
babbling tongue: "Tell Moctezuma to not be afraid, for we greatly esteem him. Now we are satisfied
because we have seen him in person and heard his voice. For until now, we have wanted to see him face
to face. And now we have seen him, we have come to his home in Mexico, slowly he will hear our
words."
Analysis Questions
1. What does Moctezuma do to prepare to meet with Cortes?
2. Based on Moctezuma’s speech, what does he think of Cortes? How does he treat him?
3. According to some historical accounts, Moctezuma believed Cortes was the god Quetzalcoatl.
What evidence of this belief can you find in the source above?
4. What other reasons might Moctezuma have to treat Cortes in this way?
5. Do you think Cortes was sincere in telling Moctezuma not to be afraid? Why or why not?

Bernal Diaz del Castillo describes Tenochtitlan excerpt and leveled analysis questions
English/Spanish:
Bernal Diaz del Castillo, one of Hernan Cortés' men, describes Tenochtitlán:
....We proceeded along the Causeway which is here eight paces in width and runs...straight to the City of
Mexico [Tenochtitlan]....It was so crowded with people that there was hardly room for them all, some of
them going to and others returning from the city, besides those who had come out to see us, so that we
were hardly able to pass by the crowds of them that came; and the towers and temples were full of
people as well as the canoes from all parts of the lake.
Gazing on such wonderful sights, we did not know what to say, or whether what appeared before us was
real, for on one side, on the land, there were great cities, and in the lake ever so many more, and the lake
itself was crowded with canoes, and in the Causeway were many bridges at intervals, and in front of us
stood the great City of Mexico….
When we saw all those cities and villages built on water; and the other great towns on dry land, and that
straight and level causeway leading to Mexico, we were astounded. These great towns and shrines and
buildings rising from the water, all made of stone, seemed like an enchanted vision from the tale of
Amadis. Indeed some of our soldiers asked whether it was not all a dream. It is not surprising therefore
that I should write in this vein.
Bernal Diaz, "The Conquest of New Spain," c.1565

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Diaz Analysis Questions
How does Diaz describe the size of Tenochtitlan?
What other descriptions does Diaz give of Tenochtitlan?
What words does Diaz use to describe how he and the other men feel as they walk through
Tenochtitlan?
Diaz says “It was all so wonderful that I do not know how to describe this first glimpse of
things never heard or, never seen, and never dreamed of before” Why do you think he says
this?
What impression do you have about Tenochtitlan from Diaz’ description?

Bernal Diaz del Castillo describe a Tenochtitlán:
«Y otro día por la mañana llegamos a la calzada ancha y vamos camino de Estapalapa. Y desque vimos
tantas ciudades y villas pobladas en el agua, y en tierra firme otras grandes poblazones, y aquella calzada
tan derecha y por nivel cómo iba a México, nos quedamos admirados, y decíamos que parecía a las cosas
de encantamiento que cuentan en el libro de Amadís, por las grandes torres y cúes y edificios que tenían
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dentro en el agua, y todos de calicanto. Y aun algunos de nuestros soldados decían que si aquello que
veían si era entre sueños. Y no es de maravillar que yo lo escriba aquí de esta manera, porque hay mucho
que ponderar en ello que no sé cómo lo cuente: ¡ver cosas nunca oídas ni vistas, ni aun soñadas, como
veíamos!
“…Y de que vimos cosas tan admirables no sabíamos qué decir, o si era verdad lo que por delante
parecía, que por una parte en tierra había grandes ciudades, y en la laguna otras muchas, y veíamos todo
lleno de canoas y en la calzada muchos puentes de trecho en trecho, y por delante estaba la gran Ciudad
de México…”
[…]
Y otra cosa de ver: que podían entrar en el vergel grandes canoas desde la laguna por una abertura que
tenían hecha, sin saltar en tierra, todo muy encalado y lúcido, de muchas maneras de piedras e pinturas
en ellas, que había harto que ponderar. Y de las aves de muchas diversidades y raleas que entraban en el
estanque. Digo otra vez que lo estuve mirando, que creí que en el mundo hubiese otras tierras
descubiertas como estas, porque en aquel tiempo no había Perú ni memoria dél. Agora todo está por el
suelo, perdido, que no hay cosa»
Preguntas de Análisis
1. ¿Cómo describe Diaz el tamaño de Tenochtitlan?
2. ¿Qué palabras usa Diaz para describir a Tenochtitlan?
3. ¿Cómo describe Diaz sus impresiones de Tenochtitlan?
4. Diaz dice “¡ver cosas nunca oídas ni vistas, ni aun soñadas, como veíamos!” ¿Por qué piensas
qué dice eso?
5. ¿Qué impresión tienes tú sobre Tenochtitlan basandote en la carta de Bernal?

Wrap-up Reflection & Closing Materials:
Reflection question display:

Lesson

#5- West Africa Introduction

Content
Learning
Target (s)

➔ I can describe the development and cultural characteristics of
West Africa.
➔ I can explain the roots of the system of slavery later practiced in
America.

Language

➔ I can describe ideas in writing by summarizing online sources
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Learning
Target (s)

using a graphic organizer.
➔ I can justify an opinion in writing using a sentence frame.

Use of
Guiding
Principles
for
Culturally
Responsive
Teaching of
MLs

☑Culturally responsive teaching simultaneously supports and
challenges students
➔ Scaffolded instruction
◆ Modeling and think alouds
◆ Multimodal learning opportunities
◆ Routines to support reading and writing
☑Culturally responsive teaching places students at the center of
learning
➔ Oral language activities
☑Culturally responsive teaching leverages students’ linguistic and
cultural backgrounds
➔ Multicultural resources
➔ Use of translanguaging and home languages in the classroom

Use of the
Ready for
Rigor
Framework

☑Awareness
➔ Recognize the cultural archetypes of individualism and
collectivism
➔ Understand how the brain works
➔ Broaden your interpretation of culturally and linguistically
diverse students’ learning behaviors
☑Learning Partnerships
➔ Balance giving students both care and push
➔ Help students cultivate a positive mindset and sense of
self-efficacy
➔ Support each student to take greater ownership for his learning
☑Information Processing
➔ Provide appropriate challenge in order to stimulate brain growth
to increase intellective capacity
➔ Teach students cognitive routines using the brain’s natural
learning systems
☑Community of Learners and Learning Environment
➔ Create an environment that intellectually and socially safe for
learning
➔ Build classroom culture and learning around communal
(sociocultural) talk and task structures
➔ Use classrooms rituals and routines to support a culture of
learning

CLR
Activities &
Strategies
Utilized

➔ Call and response to start/end class and transition between
activities
➔ Fade in/fade out read aloud strategy
➔ Pick-a-stick response protocol
➔ Think-pair-share discussion protocol
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➔
➔
➔
➔
Sequence &
Timing

Warm up
10 mins

Visual organizers
Corners response and discussion protocol
Whip around discussion protocol
Praise and affirmations to end class

Language
Domains

Reading,
speaking,
listening

Description of Learning Activities

Materials,
Resources,
&
Technology

1. Begin the day by letting students
connect with the classroom
community by giving
announcements out loud about
celebrations/events in their lives,
this can be done with or without a
discussion protocol.
2. Then, proceed to begin class with
an energetic call and response
attention signal such as When I
say ready, you say let’s go!
Display and go over learning
targets and the process of the
lesson so that students may
anticipate what is to come.
3. Next, let students know that
today’s lesson will focus on
another region of the world that
will eventually “meet” with the
cultures of America we have
learned about so far in the unit:
West Africa. The day's lesson will
begin with a whole class reading
introducing the riches of West
Africa with a primary document
describing one of the kingdoms to
be explored later in the words of
the famous explorer Ibn Battutta.
Students should make
observations about this reading
through pre-determined questions
that should remain displayed for
students’ reference, like at the
front of the room or on a paper
hand-out.

-Ibn
Battuta’s
Writings
Excerpt
-Ibn Battuta
Reading
Questions
on paper
handout or
displayed on
screen
projector
-Class name
sticks
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4. To read the text as a class, utilize
the fade in/fade out read-aloud
strategy. Begin reading the text
in a soft voice and get louder.
Then, utilize a nonverbal cue such
as tapping the table the student is
sitting at to cue them to pick up
the reading utilizing a soft voice
as you fade out. Continue this
process by cueing a different
student to follow the fade in/fade
out process every paragraph or so
until the entire text is read. To
answer the text questions
collaboratively, utilize the
pick-a-stick response protocol to
get a variety of student responses.
West
African
Empires
Close
Reading
30 mins

Reading,
writing,
speaking,
listening

1. Students will now explore three
different West African empires
utilizing an interactive online
source: Ghana, Mali, and Songhai.
Begin the exploration with brief
background information displayed
at the front of the room either on
paper or electronically. This
background can include maps,
visuals, and a brief explanation as
to why these kingdoms are being
explored today.
2. Next, begin the exploration with a
close reading routine that
includes collaborative
conversations. This process will
be used with West African
Empires online source.
3. Distribute the close reading
collaborative conversations
instruction sheet and have
students work in partnerships that
allow for use of translanguaging
discussions about the content.
4. Utilize the think-pair-share
discussion and response
protocol to go through each step

-West
African
Empires
Intro
displayed on
projector
screen
-West
African
Empires
resource
website
-Student
one-to-one
devices
-Close
reading
collaborativ
e
conversation
process
directions
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in the close reading collaborative
conversation process as a class.
For example, have each
partnership follow step 1 in which
they will read the text for the
general idea and answer the
questions in that first step by
discussing with their partner.
Then, have each partnership share
their ideas with the entire group.
Follow this procedure for steps
1-3 in the close reading
collaborative conversation
process. Use modeling before
each step as necessary to ensure
students understand the process.
West
African
Exploration
Graphic
Organizer

Reading,
writing,
speaking,
listening

1. Utilize an answer sheet with
graphic organizers for
partnerships to compile precise
information about the ancient
West African empires that were
the focus of the lesson. The
completed sheet can serve to
determine if students were able to
pull information from the text and
find key information about West
African empires. Allow for
partnerships to work together and
check in to answer any questions.

-West
African
Empires
Graphic
Organizer

Reading,
speaking,
listening

1. Utilize the same call and response
attention signal established at the
start of class to focus students’
attention on the closing activity
(When I say ready/ let's go!).
2. To wrap- up the day’s lesson,
utilize the corners response and
discussion protocol to have
students review the learning and
make connections to previous and
future learning. The central
question for this protocol can be:
Why is it important to discuss
ancient West African kingdoms in

-Central
question
displayed on
screen
projector

30 mins

Closing
15 mins

-Justify your
response
sentence
stems
displayed on
screen
projector
-Chart
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relation to Early American
History? Ensure that the question
remains visible for all to
reference.
3. With this protocol, prepare four
chart papers with a different
response to be placed in each
corner of the room (preferably
before the start of class). Ensure
that each response is a possible
answer for the question in order
for students to choose one and
justify their response. For this
central question, the sample
responses could be:
Chart Paper A: West African
kingdoms would become an
important part of American
history but are not always
discussed as such.
Chart Paper B: The trading of
enslaved people in West Africa
would expand and eventually
spread in a different manner to
America.
Chart Paper C: West African
kingdoms would eventually
become an important part of the
Triangle Trade established once
European kingdoms colonized
America extensively.
Chart Paper D: It is important to
learn about the different cultures
that would eventually “meet” due
to new navigation routes and
exploration.
4. Instruct the students to read each
response carefully and then
choose the one they agree with the
most. Once at the charts, students
should discuss and justify their
choice with the peers who also
made the same choice. Students
at each group should take turns

paper with
sample
responses
-Writing
utensils
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taking notes on the chart paper
about the choices using sentence
frames to justify the opinions
stated. Ensure to have the
sentence frames displayed at the
front of the room (board or
screen). Encourage
translanguaging on chart paper
notes.
5. Utilize the whip around
response protocol to have each
group share the ideas on their
chart paper.
6. End the day’s work with praise
and affirmations by having
students sincerely compliment
their group mates on their
contributions.
Lesson #5- West Africa Introduction Materials
Warm Up Materials:
Ibn Batutta Reading Excerpt:
In 1352, an Arab traveler called Ibn Battuta visited Mali. He arrived at the city of Niani where Mansa
Suleyman, grandson of Mansa Musa, had his palace. Suleyman was not a great ruler like Musa, but he
lived in style! Find out what Ibn Battuta saw:
I had a wretched journey across the Sahara desert. Only the thought of the famous kingdom of Mali kept
me going. I had heard great stories about the land of gold and I knew I had to see it with my own eyes.
Just then as I arrived in the kingdom of Mali, I very nearly died! I ate some rotten yams that made me so
sick I had to take to my bed. It was two whole months before I had the strength to visit the royal palace.
As I reached the palace gates I saw around 300 slaves, some armed with bows and some with lances - all
of them devoted to the service of their king, Mansa Suleyman. Then I was led to the vast council hall
where the king received his visitors.
No one was allowed to approach the king directly. Instead I sat with chiefs and warriors and visitors of
all kinds. We waited in a broad avenue lined with trees, for our turn to send a message.
When I finally took my turn, I had to speak through an Interpreter. He was a splendid figure in silken
robes wearing a turban with elaborate fringes. Then the Interpreter spoke to a man who stood near the
king and that man finally gave my message to the king.
On another day, I attended a festival in honour of the king. I saw a parade of chiefs all riding on
horseback, with their followers carrying weapons and playing drums and bugles. There were other
musicians with instruments made from reeds and gourds, which they beat with sticks to make a
wonderful sound.
The Interpreter sat on a special chair and sang loudly in praise of his king. He was joined by a choir of
women and pages, and then came the acrobats and jugglers with swords.
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When I finally got to see Mansa Suleyman, he gave me a strange gift - a small dish of bread, meat and
yogurt. Later I complained to him, telling him of all the generous rulers I had met on my travels. After
that, he offered me a house where I could stay and when I left his country he gave me gifts of gold.
I shall never forget my visit to Mali however long I live.

Ibn Battuta Reading Questions:

West African Empires Close Reading Materials:
West African Empires intro slides:
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Senegal River

Niger River

West African Empires resource website:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zpvckqt/articles/z883gk7#:~:text=Between%207
00%20and%201600%20there,rich%20by%20trading%20in%20gold.
Close Reading Collaborative Conversation Step-by- Step Instruction sheet
English/Spanish:
➔ Step 1: Read the First Time: To Get the General Idea and Anticipate
➔ Paso 1: Lee por Primera Vez: Para Entender la Idea General y Anticipar
1.

Based on the title and subtitles, what do we predict the text will be about?
De acuerdo a los títulos y subtítulos, que podemos predecir sobre el tema de la
lectura?

2.

After looking at the headings and images, what do we predict the text will be
about?
Después de observar las imágenes y los encabezamientos, ¿qué podemos
predecir sobre el tema de la lectura?

3. What questions do we think the text might answer?
¿Qué preguntas podría contestar la lectura?
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➔ Step 2: Read a Second Time, More Closely!: To Understand
➔ Paso 2: Lee por Segunda Vez, Más Cuidadosamente!: Para Entender
1.

What is the main point of what we read?
¿Cuál es el punto principal de lo que leímos?

2.

What don’t we understand?
¿Qué es lo que no todavía no entendemos?

3. How do our predictions about the text compare to what we read?
¿Cómo se compara lo que predecimos con los actualmente está en la lectura?

➔ Step 3: Read a Third Time: To Analyze, Answer Questions and Collaborate to
Write with Text Evidence
➔ Paso 3: Lee por Tercera Vez: Para Analizar, Contestar Preguntas, y Colaborar
Para Escribir con Evidencia de la Lectura
1.

What conclusions can we make about what we read?
¿Qué conclusiones podemos hacer sobre lo que leímos?

2.

What connections can we make between this text and what we have read about
or discussed in the past?
¿Qué conexiones podemos hacer entre la lectura y lo que hemos aprendido en
esta u otras clases?

3. What is our claim about the text?
¿Qué afirmaciones podemos hacer sobre el texto?
4.

What evidence from the text supports our claim?
¿Qué evidencia apoya nuestras afirmaciones?

West African Empires Graphic Organizer Materials:
West African Empires Graphic Organizer:
↠Exploring West African Empires↞
Use the online source to answer the following questions:
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1.

Name two of the earliest kingdoms in West Africa according to this website:
Nok, Ife
2. What resource helped the 3 great empires of Ghana, Mali, and Songhai grow
rich?

3. According to this website, which was one of the last great kingdoms of West
Africa?

4. Click on the interactive map on the website to learn more about and complete
the following chart about the kingdoms of West Africa. NOTE: Chart must be
fully complete. This means you need at least 3 different details for each of the
kingdoms:

Nok

Ife

Ghana

Mali

Songhai

Asante

5. What materials did West African civilizations use to create art? Include
examples:

6. Identify at least 3 important things about Mansa Musa according to this
website:
a.
b.
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c.
d.
e.
In your own words, summarize (brief description of main points) what became of
African kingdoms:

Closing Materials:
Reflection question and justify your opinion sentence stems slide:

Lesson

#6- West Africa Review

Content
Learning
Target (s)

➔ I can describe the development and cultural characteristics of
West Africa.
➔ I can explain the roots of the system of slavery later practiced in
America.

Language
Learning
Target (s)

➔ I can identify the different characteristics of ancient West
African kingdoms by reading and organizing manipulatives in a
graphic organizer.
➔ I can describe ancient West African kingdoms by asking and
answering questions in writing.

Use of the
Guiding
Principles
for

☑Culturally responsive teaching simultaneously supports and
challenges students
➔ Build an academic mindset
➔ Scaffolded instruction
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Culturally
Responsive
Teaching of
MLs

◆ Modeling
◆ Multimodal learning opportunities
◆ Routines for reading and writing
☑Culturally responsive teaching places students at the center of
learning
➔ Oral language activities
➔ Multimodal learning opportunities
☑Culturally responsive teaching leverages students’ linguistic and
cultural backgrounds
➔ Multicultural resources
➔ Use of translanguaging and home languages in the classroom

Use of the
Ready for
Rigor
Framework

☑Awareness
➔ Recognize the cultural archetypes of individualism and
collectivism
➔ Understand how the brain works
➔ Broaden your interpretation of culturally and linguistically
diverse students’ learning behaviors
☑Learning Partnerships
➔ Balance giving students both care and push
➔ Help students cultivate a positive mindset and sense of
self-efficacy
➔ Support each student to take greater ownership for his learning
☑Information Processing
➔ Provide appropriate challenge in order to stimulate brain growth
to increase intellective capacity
➔ Provide students authentic opportunities to process content
➔ Teach students cognitive routines using the brain’s natural
learning systems
➔ Use formative assessments and feedback to increase intellective
capacity
☑Community of Learners and Learning Environment
➔ Create an environment that intellectually and socially safe for
learning
➔ Build classroom culture and learning around communal
(sociocultural) talk and task structures
➔ Use classrooms rituals and routines to support a culture of
learning

CLR
Activities &
Strategies
Utilized

➔ Call and response attention signals to start/end and transition
lesson
➔ Mix-pair-share movement protocol
➔ Turn and talk discussion protocol
➔ Save the Last Word for Me reading strategy activity
➔ Whip around discussion protocol
➔ Question Circle writing strategy
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➔ Train/Pass It On discussion protocol
➔ Praise and affirmations to end class
Sequence
& Timing

Language
Domains

Warm up

Listening,
speaking

10 mins

Description of Learning Activities

1. Welcome the class by letting students
connect with the classroom
community by giving announcements
out loud about celebrations/events in
their lives, this can be done with or
without a discussion protocol.
2. Then, proceed to begin class with an
energetic call and response
attention signal such as: Are you
ready/ Yes I’m ready, to learn!
Display and go over learning targets
and the process of the lesson so that
students may anticipate what is to
come.
3. Before beginning the warm up for the
day, prepare at least 4 different
visuals or more from the previous
day’s lesson. Utilize the
mix-pair-share movement protocol
to have students review the content in
an interactive and collaborative
manner.
a. In this protocol, students will
move around the room in
between chairs and tables
when the teacher gives the
mix/move call and response
attention signal.
b. Direct students to stop where
they are when they hear the
pair/share attention signal.
At that time, students should
find a partner near them and
greet them.
c. Display the visual to review
and have students discuss
what it is and what it has to do

Materials,
Resources,
&
Technology
-Review
visuals
displayed on
projector
screen
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with what we have been
learning so far with their
partner for about 30-60
seconds.
d. At that time, give the
mix/move signal once again
and have students mix until
they hear the pair/share signal
to find a different partner and
discuss the next visual.
Repeat the process until all
visuals have been discussed.
West
African
Empires
Review
30 mins

Reading,
speaking,
listening

1. The next part of the lesson will
consist of an individual formative
assessment about West African
Empires utilizing manipulatives
with a graphic organizer. Since the
class has already completed a series
of scaffolded activities to learn about
this topic, this assessment will serve
as a way for them to demonstrate
what they have learned and also to
clear up misconceptions or concepts
that are confusing.
2. Hand out large construction paper
sheets to each student and have them
draw out the graphic organizer they
will be using for this activity.
Display what this graphic organizer
should look like on the screen or
board.
3. Hand out manipulatives to be used
for this activity and have students cut
these out. Instruct students that their
goal is to place these in the correct
box of their graphic organizer.
4. Have students “park” any
manipulatives they are confused
about on their desk outside of their
graphic organizer.
5. After students complete this activity
individually, utilize the turn and talk
discussion protocol to give them an
opportunity to share and compare

-Large
construction
paper sheets
-West
African
Empires
graphic
organizer
chart
displayed on
screen
projector
-West
African
Empires
manipulative
s
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answers with someone next to them.
At this time, address any
misconceptions or concepts that seem
confusing such as the manipulatives
that remain “parked”.
Beginnings
of the
Transatlatic Slave
Trade
30 mins

Reading,
writing,
speaking,
listening

The difficult topic of the institution of slavery
in America will be covered in depth in the
next unit of this course. However, it is
important to discuss this topic at this time for
students to begin processing the background
information of this dark past.
1. To begin, hand out the reading on
West African Slave Trade and
Expansion text excerpt and a blank
note card to each student. Explain
that the notecard will be used after
reading for the students to write about
the text.
2. Utilize the Save the Last Word for
Me reading strategy activity to have
students give their thoughts about the
text. After students have completed
the reading, have them write at least 2
quotations from the text that they
thought were important on one side
of the notecard. On the other side,
have them explain why they think
these quotations are important.
3. Have each partnership combine with
another partnership to discuss their
responses. Within each group, have
each student take turns sharing the
quotations they picked, but not their
explanation yet.
4. After each student shares the
quotations they wrote (one by one),
the rest of the group should take turns
responding to the quotation and
commenting on its significance.
Provide discussion stems to support
this as an academic discussion and
display them at the front of the room
for students to refer to.
5. After everyone in the group

-West
African
Slave Trade
and
Expansion
text excerpt
-Academic
discussion
sentence
stems
displayed on
screen
projector
-Blank
notecards
and writing
utensils
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comments, the student who shared
the quote concludes the discussion
with the explanation they wrote about
the importance of the quotations they
picked.
6. Repeat the process until all of the
quotes have been shared and
discussed within each group.
7. Conclude this part of the lesson by
utilizing the whip around discussion
protocol to have each group briefly
share the quotations they liked the
best and why.
Closing
15 mins

Reading,
writing,
speaking,
listening

To conclude the lesson, utilize a variation of
the question circle writing strategy:
1. Have students sit in a circle. Then,
have each student create a question
pertaining to the day's lesson. This
question can be made to “test” their
peers or it can be a question about a
topic from the lesson they found
confusing.
2. Have students write their question at
the top of a blank sheet of paper.
Then, have students pass their papers
to the left.
3. Each student should answer the
question on the paper they receive as
best they can. Continue passing the
papers to the left so that each
question may get answered several
times.
4. Have students return the paper to the
student who wrote the question at the
top. Utilize the Train/Pass It On
discussion protocol to have students
call on one another to share their
questions and answers with the class.
With this protocol, students do not
raise their hands but are encouraged
to call on a variety of their peers to
share their response.
5. End the day’s work with praise and
affirmations by having students turn

-Blank
notebook
paper and
writing
utensils
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to the person on the left in the circle
to thank them for their contributions
to the class discussion.
Lesson#6- West Africa Review Materials
Warm Up Materials:
Review visual slides:

West African Empires Review Materials:
Graphic organizer display slide:
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West African Empires graphic organizer manipulatives to cut out:

Thrived between A.D.
800 and 1200

Thrived along the
Niger River

Thrived between A.D.
1200 and 1400

Mansa Musa

Ibn Battuta

Thrived between A.D.
1400 and 1500

Salt & gold trade

Islam religion

Camel caravans

Timbuktu

Sunni Ali

Koumbi Saleh
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Yoruba people

Asante (Ashanti)
people

Kingdom of Benin

Nok culture

Kingdom of Ife

Metalworkers and
potters

Beginnings of the Transatlatic Slave Trade Materials:
West African Slave Trade and Expansion text excerpt:
The West African Slave Trade and Expansion
As in other pre-modern societies, slavery was common in West Africa. Humans were
frequently used as items of trade, along with gold, salt, ivory, and other valuable
resources found in the region. West African rulers sold about 1,000 slaves annually to
Arab traders, who carried them in caravans across the Sahara Desert to the
Mediterranean Sea. This made slave trade an important part of West Africa’s economy.
Slavery was a common fate for people who were conquered or captured during
warfare. People who committed crimes or were otherwise found undesirable to the
community might also be enslaved.
African slavery was brutal in many ways. Enslaved people were often mistreated
and some even died. However, African slavery differed from the system that would
eventually develop in the Americas. For example: in Africa, enslaved people were
usually adopted by the families into which they were sold, they could marry and their
children did not inherit the status as an enslaved person. They could even become
important officials and soldiers that helped kingdoms and could become wealthy from the
rewards of these positions. Most importantly, slavery was not based on notions of
racial superiorty or inferiority.
The Portuguese began exploring the coast of Africa in the 1400s. They
established profitable trade with the people of West Africa. This is how Europeans
first became involved with the slave trade of Africa. Commercial treaties allowed the
Portuguese to construct fortified trading posts on the coast. While the Portuguese did
not invent the slave trade, they largely expanded it. The number of enslaved people
being traded largely doubled by 1500.

Initially,enslaved people were shipped to Europe

and sugar plantations on the east Atlantic islands of Madeira, Canary, and Azure. As
new plantations were built in America, growing numbers of enslaved people were sent
across the Atlantic. And so began the exploitation of West Africans enslaved by
Europeans.
Adapted from the United States History textbook (Lapsansky-Werner et al., 2016)

Academic discussion sentence stems:
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Lesson

#7- Europe Introduction: Arrival of Columbus

Content
Learning
Target (s)

➔ I can analyze how changes in Europe shaped Europeans’
worldview and economic expansion.
➔ I can explain the goals of Christopher Columbus and the
consequences of his explorations.

Language
Learning
Target (s)

➔ I can summarize in writing the impact of changes in Europe
during the middle ages using a graphic organizer.
➔ I can orally justify an opinion by supporting it with reasons.

Use of the
Guiding
Principles
for
Culturally
Responsive
Teaching of
MLs

☑Culturally responsive teaching simultaneously supports and
challenges students
➔ Build an academic mindset
➔ Scaffolded instruction
◆ Multimodal learning opportunities
◆ Routines to support reading and writing
☑Culturally responsive teaching places students at the center of
learning
➔ Oral language activities
➔ Multimodal learning opportunities
☑Culturally responsive teaching leverages students’ linguistic and
cultural backgrounds
➔ Multicultural resources
➔ Use of translanguaging and home languages in the
classroom

Use of the
Ready for
Rigor

☑Awareness
➔ Recognize the cultural archetypes of individualism and
collectivism
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Framework

➔ Understand how the brain works
➔ Broaden your interpretation of culturally and linguistically
diverse students’ learning behaviors
☑Learning Partnerships
➔ Reimagine the student and teacher relationship as a partnership
➔ Balance giving students both care and push
➔ Help students cultivate a positive mindset and sense of
self-efficacy
➔ Support each student to take greater ownership for his learning
☑Information Processing
➔ Provide appropriate challenge in order to stimulate brain growth
to increase intellective capacity
➔ Help students process new content using methods from oral
traditions
➔ Provide students authentic opportunities to process content
➔ Teach students cognitive routines using the brain’s natural
learning systems
➔ Use formative assessments and feedback to increase intellective
capacity
☑Community of Learners and Learning Environment
➔ Create an environment that intellectually and socially safe for
learning
➔ Make space for student voice and agency
➔ Build classroom culture and learning around communal
(sociocultural) talk and task structures
➔ Use classrooms rituals and routines to support a culture of
learning

CLR
Activities &
Strategies
Utilized

➔ Call and response attention signals to start/end and transition
lesson
➔ Turn and talk discussion protocol
➔ Pick a stick response protocol
➔ Teacher read aloud
➔ Picture the feeling reading strategy
➔ Paired and choral reading
➔ Whip around response protocol
➔ Drawing conclusions reading strategy activity
➔ Praise and affirmations to end class

Sequence &
Timing

Warm up

Language
Domains

Speaking,

Description of Learning Activities

Materials,
Resources,
&
Technology

1. Welcome the class by letting

-Warm up
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listening
10 mins

2.

3.

4.

5.

Encounter
Reading
15 mins

Reading,
speaking,
listening

students connect with the classroom
community by giving
announcements out loud about
celebrations/events in their lives,
this can be done with or without a
discussion protocol.
Then, proceed to begin class with
an energetic call and response
attention signal such as: Power to/
the People! Display and go over
learning targets and the process of
the lesson so that students may
anticipate what is to come.
Today’s lesson will shift to Europe,
begin with a set of critical thinking
questions to get students to reflect
on and anticipate the topic shift that
will begin today:
a. Columbus Day: What is it?
Why do we celebrate it?
b. Should we celebrate it?
c. Was Columbus a hero or a
villain?
Give students time to think about
the questions, about 60 seconds and
then utilize the turn and talk
discussion protocol to have them
discuss their responses with
someone next to them.
Finally, utilize the pick a stick
response protocol to hear a variety
of responses from different
students.

1. Remind students that the lesson will
introduce Europe and the contact
they made with the indigenous
cultures of America. Let them know
that it is important that we consider
the perspective of indigenous
people as well, as the European
perspective tends to be dominant in
many academic lessons. For this
reason, let students know class will
begin with a short fiction book

critical
thinking
questions
displayed
on the
screen
projector
-Class
names sticks

-Class
copies of
Encounter
by Jane
Yolen
-Notebook
paper and
writing
utensils
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2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

Arrival of
Columbus
15 mins

Reading,
writing,
listening,
speaking

called Encounter by the author Jane
Yolen to imagine how the first
people to encounter Columbus may
have felt.
Let students know the class will be
using the picture the feeling
reading strategy to interact with
the short text by creating mental
pictures. Model what this looks like
for students by doing a
think-aloud. This can be
accomplished by reading a short
phrase from the book and
verbalizing in detail the mental
picture that the text brings to mind.
Begin with a teacher read-aloud
and let students know that after this
initial reading, they will read the
text once again independently and
quietly.
When students read the text
independently, instruct them to
select words, phrases, or sentences
that are impactful and write down
the emotions they feel next along
with the selected words or phrases.
Give students the option to
illustrate their mental images on
their sheet of paper.
After everyone has completed the
reading, encourage students to
voluntarily participate in sharing
their own selected passages and
mental images.

1. Next, let students know that they
will be reading another description
of the arrival of Columbus. Begin
this reading by leading the students
in a choral reading of the initial
excerpt at the top of the page. This
is a Columbus quote in which he
describes the Tainos. Utilize the
whip around response protocol to
have students share what they think

-Arrival of
Columbus
reading
-Scaffolded
drawing
conclusions
reading
activity
sheets
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History vs.
Christopher
Columbus
EdPuzzle
15 mins

Listening

this quote demonstrates about
Columbus and his intentions with
the Taino.
2. Next, have students complete the
rest of the reading as a paired
reading where each student will be
assigned a partner and they will
read the text together.
3. As students complete the paired
reading together, utilize the
scaffolded drawing conclusions
reading activity sheet to help them
review facts, details, and prior
knowledge to form a conclusion
about the text.
4. Since this is a paired reading,
utilize the think-pair-share
response protocol to have students
share the conclusions from the
activity sheet with the entire class.

-Writing
utensils

1. In this part of the lesson, students
will have an opportunity to look at
the different perspectives about
Columbus’ arrival to the Americas
side-by-side by watching a video
that directly compares conflicting
views and ways to tell the same
story.
2. To begin, remind students that
historical events can be observed
and described in dramatically
different ways depending on the
perspective from which it is being
told. Next, watch the History vs.
Christopher Columbus TED-Ed
video as a class, pausing at different
times to emphasize the difference in
the way Columbus’ actions and
consequences of his actions are
described.
3. After watching the video as a class,
instruct students to watch the video
once again but this time completing
a teacher created EdPuzzle along

-History vs.
Christopher
Columbus
TED-Ed
Video
-Student
one-to-one
devices
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with it.
Europe in
the Middle
Ages
Carousel
Notes

Reading,
writing,
speaking,
listening

20 mins

ClosingColumbus:
Hero or
Villain
Discussion

Writing,
speaking,
listening

1. Now that students have learned
about the impact of the voyages of
Columbus, direct the learning to
what may have caused these
voyages by the Europeans in the
first place.
2. To add movement to direct
instruction, instruct students to
participate in carousel notes. In this
activity, students will receive a
graphic organizer with some of
the reasons for rapid change in
Europe during the middle ages.
Students must complete the graphic
organizer by going to different
posters placed around the room
depicting details about each topic.
Each poster will also have an
open-ended question to get students
to think about the main point of
each topic.
3. After students have completed their
graphic organizer, utilize the give
one, take one movement protocol
to have students share ideas to the
open-ended questions.
4. In this protocol, students stand up
with their graphic organizer and
move around the room stopping to
talk to different people. For each
person they stop and talk to, they
are to “give” their response to a
question and “get” a response from
their peer. Have students repeat the
process until they have an
additional response to each question
from different peers.

-Europe in
the Middle
Ages Poster
Notes

1. Utilize the established Power to/the
people! or the Time to/End call and
response attention signal to get
student’s attention for the wrap up
of the lesson.

-Chart
paper- one
labeled
“hero”,
another
labeled

-Europe in
the Middle
Ages Notes
Graphic
Organizer
-Writing
Utensils
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10 mins

2. To conclude this lesson, ask
students to think about whether
they believe Columbus could be
considered a hero or villain
utilizing what they have learned so
far in the lesson.
3. Hand out at least three sticky notes
to each student and instruct them to
write down reasons to support their
opinion on each. Have students
post their sticky notes in the front
of the room on either the chart
paper labeled “hero” or the chart
paper labeled “villain”. Distribute
more sticky notes as necessary
(save the chart papers and sticky
note responses for use later in the
semester!).
4. After every student has posted their
reasons, take time to read a few out
loud and utilize the pick-a-stick
response protocol to have students
share their opinion about whether
they agree or disagree and why. To
scaffold this into an academic
discussion display the following
sentence frames for students to
respond with somewhere at the
front of the room:
a. I agree because ________.
b. I disagree because
__________.
c. I see _______differently
because___________.
d. That statement reminds me
of _____ because ____.
5. End the day’s work with praise and
affirmations by using a series of call
and responses such as:
You are strong/I am strong
You work hard/I work hard
When you fall/I get back up

“villain”
-Large
sticky notes
and writing
utensils
-Academic
discussion
sentence
frames
displayed
on projector
screen
-Class
names sticks
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Lesson #7- Europe Introduction: Arrival of Columbus Materials
Warm Up Materials:
Critical thinking questions slide:

Arrival of Columbus Materials:
Arrival of Columbus reading:
Reading: Arrival of Columbus
“…They neither carry nor know anything of arms, for I showed them swords, and they
took them by the blade and cut themselves through ignorance. They have no iron, their
darts being wands without iron, some of them having a fish’s tooth at the end, and
others being pointed in various ways… they should be good servants and intelligent, for I
observed that they quickly took in what was said to them, and I believe that they would
easily be made Christians, as it appeared to me that they had no religion, our Lord being
pleased, will take hence, at the time of my departure, six natives for your Highnesses that
they may learn to speak…”
-Christopher Columbus

Christopher Columbus was a sailor who was possibly born in Italy. He lived in the 1400s, a
time when European countries wanted to control, or to conquer, other parts of the world.
Kings and queens supported the explorers by giving them money and ships. Columbus got his
money and ships from King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella of Spain. Columbus wanted to be
the first European to get to Asia by sailing across the Atlantic Ocean.

Columbus started his trip, but he made a mistake. He thought he could
go to India, to find gold, silk, and spices. He did not know there was
land in between Europe and Asia, and he ran into the islands in the
Caribbean Sea.
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That is why when he first saw the Taínos, he called them Indians. He thought these islands
were off the coast of China. The first island he went to was what is now Haiti and the
Dominican Republic. He called it “Hispaniola” and said that it now was part of Spain.

The Taíno had complex hierarchical religious, political, and social systems. They were skilled
farmers and navigators and they wrote music and
poetry. At the time of Columbus’s arrival, the
Taíno were the most numerous indigenous people
of the Caribbean and inhabited what are now Cuba,
Jamaica, Haiti, the Dominican Republic, Puerto
Rico, and the Virgin Islands. The Taínos did not
have wars in Boriken (land of the great lords- what
Tainos called their island which we now know as
Puerto Rico), so they did not fight Columbus and
his men. The Taínos wore tiny gold earrings and
other gold jewelry. Columbus began taking the
Taínos as prisoners. He thought they could take
him to find more gold. Columbus wrote to King Ferdinand and Queen Isabella to ask them for
more money, ships, and people. He told them he had found a lot of gold and other metals. This
was only a little bit true, though, he did not find as much as he said he did.
On his second trip, Columbus brought more men with him. The king and queen of Spain
promised him 17 more ships and 1,200 men. They wanted Columbus to find more gold and
take it back to Spain. They also wanted to conquer, or own, the places that Columbus visited.
Columbus went to many islands on this trip, including Puerto Rico. Even though these places
already had people living on them, the king and queen of Spain decided these places should
belong to Spain.
Columbus gave Spanish names to many of the islands and claimed them for Spain. He and his
men killed many Taínos. They also used them as slaves to find gold. If they did not bring back
enough gold, Columbus and his men cut off their hands. Some Taínos tried to fight the Spanish.
They resisted by attacking Spanish forts and doing things like
hiding food from the Spaniards.
Soon, there were few Taínos alive in the Caribbean islands.
By the 1500s, most of them had died from diseases that came
with the Spanish. Their bodies were not accustomed to these
diseases, so they got very sick. Some Taínos killed
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themselves because they did not want to become slaves to the Spanish. When Columbus
arrived in Boriken, there were about 30,000 Taínos. 30 years later, there were less than 2,000.
Today, members of native groups like the Tainos are still alive and continue to celebrate their
cultures and their survival.
In the United States, many places celebrate “Columbus Day” as a holiday. In many Latin
American countries, Columbus Day is instead called “el Día de la Raza”, which celebrates the
roots and culture of Latinos.
In the United States, some states and cities have changed the name of Columbus Day to
Indigenous People’s Day. This is one way of celebrating the original people of the Americas.

Scaffolded drawing conclusions reading activity sheet:

Drawing Conclusions from the Text
Sacando Conclusiones de la Lectura

Facts/Details from the Text
Hechos y Detalles de la Lectura
Make a list of important facts and details from the text:
Haz una lista de detalles y hechos importantes de la
lectura:

Inferences
Inferencias
I think the text means…
The text suggests that…
The text supports that…
When I read the text, it reminded me of…
I am thinking that…

Conclusions
Conclusiones
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Combine the facts/details and inferences to draw (make) conclusions:
Combina los hechos/detalles e inferencias para sacar conclusiones de la lectura:

Since the text says ___________________________________, this means that
_______________________________________________________________.
The details about ____________________________________ in the text are
important because__________________________________________________.
An important idea from the text is ___________________________________
because _________________________________________________________.
Another conclusion I am drawing is ______________________________________
because _________________________________________________________.

History vs. Christopher Columbus EdPuzzle Materials:
History vs. Christopher Columbus TED-Ed video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GD3dgiDreGc
EdPuzzle website (for teachers):
https://edpuzzle.com/
Europe in the Middle Ages Carousel Notes Materials:
Europe in the Middle Ages carousel notes and questions:

What do you think is the most important impact of the Crusades on Europe?
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How do you think learning, literature, and awareness together help spread new ideas?

Why was it so important for Europeans to find other trade routes and what would these lead to?
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What do you think would have happened if Columbus had never sailed East?

What Personal/World Connections can you make to the events listed in the notes?
Europe in the Middle Ages notes graphic organizer:
Europe in the Middle Ages
Advances in AGRICULTURE= Helped the Economy
DIVIDED SOCIETY= Competition Between Kingdoms
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Question Responses
Crusades
What do you think is
the most important
impact of the Crusades
on Europe?

Renaissance
How do you think
learning, literature,
and awareness
together help spread
new ideas?

New Trade Routes
Why was it important
for Europeans to find
other trade routes and
what would these lead
to ?

Columbus
What do you think
would have happened
if Columbus had never
sailed East?

Christopher Columbus
What Were His GOALS?
→→→

What were some
CONSEQUENCES of His Voyage?
→→→

And then???
What Happened After His
First Voyage?

What Personal/World Connections can you make to the events listed in the notes?
This reminds me of...
This reminds me of something I heard about…

Closing Materials:
Academic discussion sentence frames slide:
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Lesson

#8- The Columbian Exchange

Content
Learning
Target(s)

➔ I can explain the goals of Christopher Columbus and the
consequences of his explorations.
➔ I can analyze how contact with Europeans affected the people
of the Americas.

Language
Learning
Target(s)

➔ I can describe the characteristics of the Columbian Exchange
using text examples in writing and by organizing
manipulatives in a graphic organizer.
➔ I can examine the impact of European contact with America in
writing using reflection sentence frames.

Use of the
Guiding
Principles for
Culturally
Responsive
Teaching of
MLs

☑Culturally responsive teaching simultaneously supports and
challenges students
➔ Build an academic mindset
➔ Scaffolded instruction
◆ Multimodal learning opportunities
☑Culturally responsive teaching places students at the center of
learning
➔ Build opportunities for student choice
➔ Oral language activities
☑Culturally responsive teaching leverages students’ linguistic and
cultural backgrounds
➔ Multicultural resources
➔ Use of translanguaging and home languages in the classroom

Use of the
Ready for
Rigor
Framework

☑Awareness
➔ Recognize the cultural archetypes of individualism and
collectivism
➔ Understand how the brain works
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➔ Acknowledge the socio-political context around race and
language
➔ Broaden your interpretation of culturally and linguistically
diverse students’ learning behaviors
☑Learning Partnerships
➔ Balance giving students both care and push
➔ Help students cultivate a positive mindset and sense of
self-efficacy
➔ Support each student to take greater ownership for his learning
☑Information Processing
➔ Provide appropriate challenge in order to stimulate brain
growth to increase intellective capacity
➔ Help students process new content using methods from oral
traditions
➔ Provide students authentic opportunities to process content
➔ Teach students cognitive routines using the brain’s natural
learning systems
➔ Use formative assessments and feedback to increase
intellective capacity
☑Community of Learners and Learning Environment
➔ Create an environment that intellectually and socially safe for
learning
➔ Make space for student voice and agency
➔ Build classroom culture and learning around communal
(sociocultural) talk and task structures
➔ Use classrooms rituals and routines to support a culture of
learning
CLR Activities
& Strategies
Utilized

➔ Call and response attention signals to start/end and transition
lesson
➔ Train/pass it on response protocol
➔ Whip around response protocol
➔ Carousel brainstorm movement protocol
➔ Journal writing
➔ Praise and affirmations to end class

Sequence
& Timing

Language
Domains

Description of Learning Activities

Warm up

Listening,
speaking

1. Welcome the class by letting
students connect with the
classroom community by giving

15 mins

Materials,
Resources,
&
Technology
-(Who
Discovered)
America?
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

announcements out loud about
celebrations/events in their lives,
this can be done with or without a
discussion protocol.
Then, proceed to begin class with
an energetic call and response
attention signal such as: Se
puede?/ Si se puede! Display and
go over learning targets and the
process of the lesson so that
students may anticipate what is to
come.
Let students know that they will be
listening to a song and analyzing
the lyrics to warm up for the topic
of the day. The song to be analyzed
is (Who Discovered) America? by
Ozomatli.
Hand out the lyrics to the song
with translations for student’s
home languages if necessary and
prepare to play the song for the
class to hear.
As students are listening to the
song, have them review a series of
analysis questions to be answered
as a class. The purpose of utilizing
song and analysis questions is for
students to dig into how North and
South America evolved after
Europeans arrived in possibly
negative and positive ways with a
source that sparks their interest.
Students should also be able to
make a connection to today with
this song, as the lyrics allude to the
role the U.S. plays as a sort of
“promised land” for many
immigrants around the world.
Play the song another time for
students to listen through again
and think through the questions
once more.
Utilize the Train/Pass it On
response protocol to have students
share their responses to each

song and
lyrics
-(Who
Discovered)
America?
Critical
Thinking
Questions
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question. In this protocol, students
do not raise their hands but will be
encouraged to call on one another
to respond to the questions on the
lyrics analysis sheet. Remind
students that they must call on a
variety of peers. Students may
“pass” or ask for help on a
question, but they must be
prepared to respond to the next
question. Be sure to clarify any
points and encourage students to
make personal connections and
build on each other’s responses.
Columbian
Exchange
Choice
Activity
25 mins

Reading,
writing,
listening

1. Explain that in the next part of the
lesson, students will be briefly
introduced to how America as we
know it today was shaped through
the Columbian Exchange.
Initially, students will complete a
choice activity to build up
background information.
2. For this choice activity, students
can choose to either read a short
description of the Columbian
Exchange or watch a video
describing the Columbian
Exchange. For whichever they
choose, they must complete a
question sheet to serve as a way to
record what they learn about the
Columbian Exchange. Another
way to give students choice is by
allowing them to complete this
activity individually or with the
support of a partner.
3. As a class formative assessment
for this activity, have students
arrange manipulatives with
pictures/words of the items
“exchanged” in the Columbian
Exchange on a large map displayed
in the front of the room. Give each
student different manipulatives to

-Columbian
Exchange
Reading and
Questions
-Columbian
Exchange
Video and
Questions
-Columbian
Exchange
Blank Map
-Columbian
Exchange
Items
Manipulative
s
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make this activity collaborative.
Address any misconceptions or
confusions at this point.
Rethinking
the
Columbian
Exchange
20 mins

Speaking,
listening,
reading,
writing

1. Begin the next part of the lesson
by asking the class to evaluate
whether they think the Columbian
Exchange seemed like it had a
negative or positive impact
worldwide based on what they
learned from the previous activity.
Utilize the whip around
discussion protocol to have
students quickly verbalize what
they think and why.
2. Next, have students compare their
responses today to what they wrote
after the Tenochtitlan Case Study
in this unit. Be sure to have the
sticky notes from that lesson
prepared to redistribute to each
student today. Have students think
about what they thought today
compared to what they wrote
previously. Encourage students to
raise a hand to share their
thoughts.
3. Keeping their responses at their
desks and in their minds, let
students know that we will be
completing an activity where we
analyze the Columbian Exchange
for the way that it can be sanitized
at times and also for the deep
impact it continues to have on the
world today.
4. Utilize the carousel brainstorm
movement protocol to have
students analyze several quotes
from scholars’ critiques of how the
Columbian Exchange is often
described today.
5. For this protocol, create groups of
3-5 students and write or post the
quotes on sheets of chart paper to

-Student
responses
from
Tenochtitlan
case study
-Chart paper
with
scholars’
critiques of
the
Columbian
Exchange
-Academic
responses
sentence
frames
displayed on
projector
screen
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be placed around the room.
6. Have each group start at one of the
chart paper quotes and brainstorm
reactions and clarifications to the
quote they are reading. Provide
sentence frames to help get
students thinking academically
about their response such as:
a. In this statement, the
author is
saying_________.
b. I am surprised at this
statement
because________.
c. This makes me think about
_______________.
d. I agree with
_____because________.
e. I disagree with______
because _______.
f. I wonder_____________?
g. I am not sure what
________means.
7. After students have spent about 60
seconds on their first chart paper,
have them rotate to the next chart
paper by using a call and response
signal such as Time to/Move. In
the next chart paper, students
should read the quote, what the
previous group wrote, and either
add to their comments/try to
answer their questions or generate
their own response. Repeat this
process until student groups are
back at their original chart paper.
8. Lastly, have students read all of the
responses on their poster and
choose a few to share out with the
class utilizing the whip around
response protocol.
Columbian
Exchange
Reflection
Writing

Writing

1. Wrap-up this part of the lesson
with some time for independent
journal writing in the form of a

-Lesson
Learning
Reflection
Writing
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15 mins

Closing
10 mins

Writing

reflection about the learning today.
2. Provide students with a sample
reflection writing handout with
sentence frames to help students
get started on their thoughts. Each
sentence frame must be completed
as each helps students think
through their learning process and
ultimately make connections to
today.
3. Ensure to signal to students that
this is a quiet writing time through
a quiet call and response
attention signal such as
Peace/Quiet.

Handout

1. To end the days’ lesson, have
students complete an exit ticket
where they state at least one way
the Columbian Exchange impacts
them directly today and how this
makes them feel.
2. Remind students to think back to
all of the learning activities from
the day, from the song at the
beginning, to the Columbian
Exchange activities and the lesson
reflection. Students should write
this on a large sticky note to be
posted at the front of the room.
3. Finally, select a few to share out
with the class. Be sure to end class
with praise and affirmations such
as voluntary shout outs.

-Exit Ticket
Question
displayed on
screen
projector
-Large sticky
notes and
writing
utensils

Lesson #8- Columbian Exchange Materials
Warm Up Materials:
[Who Discovered] America Song Lyrics:
[Who Discovered] America?
Ozomatli
Listen to the song [Who Discovered] America? by Ozomatli. Read the lyrics as you listen:
I heard her story from across the sea,
There was never one as fair, lovely as she.
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With sun soaked skin and eyes of green,
With all kindness and grace of a queen.
I set sail into a cold, dark sky.
I had to see this beauty with my own eyes.
I crossed the ocean in a tiny ship
With her image in my mind and her name on my lips. I set.
Ah, America.
Ah, eh, ah.
I found her standing upon the shore.
She was everything I dreamed of and so much more.
I felt a love that I've never known
And I knew I had to make her my own.
She was light of the night. She was dark as the night.
I fell under her spell, couldn't tell wrong from right. I set.
Ah, America.
Ah, eh, ah.
She breathed new life inside of me.
A whole new world she gave to me.
Surrendered all she had to me,
Even silver and gold.
All she asked was my soul.
How could I've known I'd been hypnotized.
There was more to my queen than first met the eye.
She had a chain of lovers who died her slaves
With a notion of blood for every drop that she gave.
I never thought she could break my heart
But all her contradictions are tearing me apart.
The secret she hides.
The beauty she flaunts
She'll stop at nothing just to get what she wants.

[Who Discovered] America song:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JqE_vOeT_CA
[Who Discovered] America analysis questions:
[Who Discovered] America? Analysis Questions
Analyze the song lyrics in connection with America and the impact of its “discovery”. These are
opinion questions based on your analysis… no right or wrong answers as long as you attempt your
own interpretation!
1.

On the surface, what is this song about?

2.

How is the “woman” described in the song?

3.

What persuades the man to go to the woman?

4.

What happens to the man after he reaches the woman?
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5.

WHO or WHAT could the woman in the song represent? What about the man?

6.

Think about the history of America and its “discovery”- the relationship between Europeans,
Native people and the modern generations of people now living here- How could this song
represent this history?

7.

Notice the name of the song [Who Discovered] America? … Using what you wrote above,
explain why you think the [Who Discovered] part is in parenthesis:

Columbian Exchange Choice Activity Materials:
Columbian Exchange reading and questions:
The Columbian Exchange
The Columbian Exchange (also sometimes known as The Great Exchange) has been one of the most
significant events in the history of world ecology, agriculture, and culture. The term is used to describe
the enormous widespread exchange of plants, animals, foods, human populations (including enslaved
people), diseases, and ideas between the Eastern and Western hemispheres that occurred after 1492.
Many new and different goods were exchanged between the two hemispheres of the Earth, and it
began a new revolution in the Americas and in Europe. In 1492, Christopher Columbus' first voyage
launched an era of large-scale contact between the “Old” and the “New” World that resulted in this
ecological revolution: hence the name "Columbian" Exchange.
The Columbian Exchange greatly affected almost every society on earth, bringing destructive diseases
that depopulated many cultures, and also circulating a wide variety of new crops and livestock that, in
the long term, increased rather than diminished the world human population. Maize and potatoes
became very important crops in Eurasia by the 1700s. Peanuts and manioc flourished in tropical
Southeast Asian and West African soils that otherwise would not produce large yields or support large
populations.
This exchange of plants and animals transformed European, American, African, and Asian ways of life.
Foods that had never been seen before by people became staples of their diets, as new growing regions
opened up for crops. For example, before AD 1000, potatoes were not grown outside of South America.
By the 1840s, Ireland was so dependent on the potato that a diseased crop led to the devastating Irish
Potato Famine. The first European import, the horse, changed the lives of many Native American tribes
on the Great Plains, allowing them to shift to a nomadic lifestyle based on hunting bison on horseback.
Tomato sauce, made from New World tomatoes, became an Italian trademark, while coffee from Africa
and sugar cane from Asia became the main crops of extensive Latin American plantations. Also chili and
paprika from South America was introduced in India by the Portuguese and it is today an inseparable
part of Indian cuisine.
Before the Columbian Exchange, there were no oranges in Florida, no bananas in Ecuador, no paprika in
Hungary, no tomatoes in Italy, no pineapples in Hawaii, no rubber trees in Africa, no cattle in Texas, no
burros in Mexico, no chili peppers in Thailand and India, no cigarettes in France and no chocolate in
Switzerland. Even the dandelion was brought to America by Europeans for use as an herb.
With the arrival of Europeans in the Americas, the conquistadors not only killed native peoples in battle
and with diseases, they also took over their cities. Priests persuaded many native people to give up
their old beliefs and become Christians. Colonists started large farms and forced Native Americans to
work in the fields. Old World diseases entered the New World. The smallpox epidemics probably
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resulted in the largest death toll for Native Americans. The explorations and colonization of the
Americas affected Africans too. As native populations decreased from sickness and overwork,
Europeans looked for new sources of labor, capturing and enslaving Africans. They were transported
across the Atlantic Ocean to work in the “New” World.

After reading about the Columbian exchange, answer the following questions:
1. What was the Columbian Exchange? Be detailed in your response...
2. What was exchanged? Name at least 3 different categories of “stuff”…
3. Other than the exchanges named above… name 3 other things that happened
due to the arrival of the Europeans in America:
4. What did Africa have to do with the Columbian exchange?
5. How did the Columbian Exchange affect societies around the world?
6. Do you think the Columbian Exchange was a positive or negative part of
history? Why?
Columbian Exchange video and questions:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HQPA5oNpfM4
Crash Course-The Columbian Exchange
Directions: Answer the questions as you watch the crash course video:
1. What comes to your mind when you hear the words “Columbian Exchange”?
(your own thoughts)
2. Which disease was the most deadly to Native populations?
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3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

a. What happened to the Native populations because of this and other
diseases?
According to the author Alfred Crosby, how can we trace the spread of syphilis
in Europe back to the Columbian Exchange?
What animals were introduced to the Americas?
a. How did the introduction of horses to Native Americans change their
way of life?
Which “New World” plants/crops changed the lives of people across the
world?
a. What happened to the world population because of these new
plants/crops?
How was the “New World” repopulated?
Should we be grateful for the Columbian Exchange? (opinion question!)

Columbian Exchange map graphic:

Columbian Exchange Manipulatives:
Tobacco

Squash

Tomatoes

Corn

Potatoes

Diseases: Smallpox,
influenza, measles
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Citrus fruits

People

Livestock

Turkeys

Cacao

Sugar cane

Rethinking the Columbian Exchange Materials
Scholar critiques quotes (to be placed on chart paper):
“...textbook treatments of Columbus fail to urge students to consider how Europe
incorporated the Americas into a world system that was exploitative and unequal, or to
encourage students to inquire how these patterns of exploitation have helped to determine
the world we live in today.”
-Bill Bigelow, curriculum editor

“In 1492, Columbus “discovered” a land of abundance; today those lands are some of the
poorest in the Americas. What happened? Studying Columbus’s legacy means asking hard
questions about the history of colonialism, slavery, and intervention in the Americas.”
-Bill Bigelow, curriculum editor

“In 1492, Columbus wrote, “Considering the beauty of the land, it could not but be that there
was gain to be got.” Treating everything from trees to water to human beings as exploitable
commodities where “gain was to be got,” was Columbus’s gift to the world. It’s a gift that
keeps on giving. Twenty years after the Columbus quincentenary, students deserve a deep
and honest inquiry into the world Columbus initiated.”
-Bill Bigelow, curriculum editor
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“The Columbian Exchange of diseases, food, and ideas between “Old” and “New” Worlds,
which followed Columbus’ 1492 voyage, was, perhaps unsurprisingly, not at all equitable. In
fact, a better name for it might be the Columbian Extraction.”
-Matthew Wills, library science and film scholar
https://daily.jstor.org/columbian-exchange-columbian-extraction/

“Stuffed with sugar and potatoes, the New World’s calorie-and-nutrient powerhouses,
Europe experienced a population boom in the centuries following contact. But the Americas
suffered a massive population crash: up to 95% of the native population was lost in the
century and a half after 1492. As an example… “central Mexico’s population fell from just
under 15 million in 1519 to approximately 1.5 million a century later” (Nunn & Qian, 2010).
-Matthew Wills, library science and film scholar
https://daily.jstor.org/columbian-exchange-columbian-extraction/

“The resulting dearth (lack of, scarcity) of population in the Americas sparked a desperate
need for labor among colonial extractors. Over 12 million Africans would be forced to the
Americas between the sixteenth and nineteenth centuries. That population transfer echoes
in everything (today)... Half a millennium after Columbus, this re-made world is all we
know.”
-Matthew Wills, library science and film scholar
https://daily.jstor.org/columbian-exchange-columbian-extraction/

Academic response sentence frames slide:

Columbian Exchange Reflection Writing Materials:
Lesson learning reflection writing prompts:

Lesson Learning Reflection Writing

1.

Today I learned that____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________.
2. Through the class discussion today I was able to understand _______________________
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________.
I thought __________________________________________ was interesting because
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________.
What we did today in class reminds me of _________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________.
I previously thought ___________________________________________________________
but now I think/wonder ________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________.
I feel I am still confused about __________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________.
I am still curious about ________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________.
I would like to explore more about _______________________________________________
because _____________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________.
In another class, we talked about ___________________________________________which
relates to this history class because ______________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________.

10. When were you at your best today?
11. What challenges did you encounter today?
a.

How did you respond to these challenges?

Closing Materials:
Exit ticket prompt:
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Lesson

#9- Europeans in America: The Spanish and French

Content
Learning
Target (s)

➔ I can analyze how contact with Europeans affected the
people of the Americas.
➔ I can describe Spanish and French expansion in the
Americas.
➔ I can analyze the differences and similarities in Spanish and
French colonies and their relations with the Native people of
America.

Language
Learning
Target (s)

➔ I can analyze Spanish and French colonization by asking
and answering questions orally and in writing using
question-answer relationships.
➔ I can compare Spanish and French colonies in America in
writing using sentence frames.

Use of the
Guiding
Principles for
Culturally
Responsive
Teaching of
MLs

☑Culturally responsive teaching simultaneously supports and
challenges students
➔ Build an academic mindset
➔ Scaffolded instruction
◆ Multimodal learning opportunities
☑Culturally responsive teaching places students at the center of
learning
➔ Build opportunities for student choice
➔ Oral language activities
☑Culturally responsive teaching leverages students’ linguistic
and cultural backgrounds
➔ Multicultural resources
➔ Use of translanguaging and home languages in the
classroom

Use of the
Ready for
Rigor
Framework

☑Awareness
➔ Recognize the cultural archetypes of individualism and
collectivism
➔ Understand how the brain works
➔ Acknowledge the socio-political context around race and
language
➔ Broaden your interpretation of culturally and linguistically
diverse students’ learning behaviors
☑Learning Partnerships
➔ Balance giving students both care and push
➔ Help students cultivate a positive mindset and sense of
self-efficacy
➔ Support each student to take greater ownership for his
learning
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☑Information Processing
➔ Provide appropriate challenge in order to stimulate brain
growth to increase intellective capacity
➔ Help students process new content using methods from oral
traditions
➔ Provide students authentic opportunities to process content
➔ Teach students cognitive routines using the brain’s natural
learning systems
➔ Use formative assessments and feedback to increase
intellective capacity
☑Community of Learners and Learning Environment
➔ Create an environment that intellectually and socially safe
for learning
➔ Make space for student voice and agency
➔ Build classroom culture and learning around communal
(sociocultural) talk and task structures
➔ Use classrooms rituals and routines to support a culture of
learning
CLR Activities
& Strategies
Utilized

Sequence &
Timing

Warm up
10 mins

➔ Call and response attention signals to start/end and transition
lesson
➔ Whip around response protocol
➔ Question-answer relationships reading strategy activity
➔ Think-pair-share discussion and response protocol
➔ Pick-a-stick response protocol
➔ Praise and affirmations to end class
Language
Domains

Speaking,
listening

Description of Learning Activities

Materials,
Resources,
&
Technology

1. Welcome the class by letting
students connect with the
classroom community by giving
announcements out loud about
celebrations/events in their lives,
this can be done with or without a
discussion protocol.
2. Then, proceed to begin class with
an energetic call and response
attention signal such as: Who's
got it better than us?/Nobody!
Display and go over learning
targets and the process of the

-Spanish
Racial
Hierarchy of
Social
Classes
Graphic
displayed on
screen
projector
-Analysis
Questions
for social
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3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

lesson so that students may
anticipate what is to come.
Students will begin class
discussing the racial hierarchy of
social classes established by the
Spanish. Display the pyramid
depicting these social classes
somewhere at the front of the
room and encourage students to
think about the language used to
describe people and why they are
placed in each level.
Rather than giving each student
the entire set of analysis
questions, cut each question out
separately into strips of paper and
have students draw these from a
container. Make enough copies so
that each student receives a
question even if it is repeated.
After students have had time to
independently analyze the graphic
and think about their question,
utilize the whip around
discussion protocol to have each
student in the room read their
question out loud and share their
response with their peers.
Encourage students to elaborate
on their responses and make
connections to today through their
own experiences- this will be the
most important part of this
activity.
Remind students that the day’s
lesson will consist of learning
specifically about how Spain and
France established themselves as
they colonized places of America.
Remind them also that our unit
focus is the impact colonization
had on America, Europe, and
West Africa.
Utilize direct instruction to briefly
give background information on
the goals of Spain and France as

classes
graphic
-Spain and
France in
America
background
information
displayed on
screen
projector
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they continued to colonize places
of America.
Colonization
Impact on
Indigenous
Peoples
15 mins

Speaking,
listening

1. The rest of the lesson will consist
of learning about the differences
in colonies established by Spain
and France in the Americas.
Remind students that the word
colonization refers to the act of
establishing control over someone
else’s territory.
2. Remind students that at the center
of this colonization process was
the suffering of the indigenous
people we discussed in previous
lessons. Students should keep in
mind that any time we talk about
colonization we are often talking
about the egregious mistreatment
and widespread killing of
indigenous peoples of America at
the hands of European colonizers.
3. In order to center this experience
at the start of the lesson, display
images and descriptions depicting
the treatment of indigenous
people at the hands of the
Spaniards from A Short Account
of the Destruction of the Indies by
Bartolome de las Casas. NOTE:
The images and descriptions are
highly disturbing and violentuse discretion.
4. Have students silently reflect on
the images and descriptions, then
allow students to process and ask
questions about anything they find
confusing.
5. Lastly, display a description of
what changed and did not change
as a consequence of the writings
by Casas. Have students think
about deep questions (display on
screen or board). Encourage
students to raise a hand to share

-Treatment
of
indigenous
people
images
displayed on
screen
projector
-Aftermath of
Casas’
writing
displayed on
projector
screen
-Deep
reflection
questions
displayed on
projector
screen
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their thoughts and feelings openly
and honestly while answering any
questions and clearing up
misconceptions.
Spain and
France in
the
Americas
Comparison

Reading,
writing,
speaking,
listening

25 mins

Spain and
France in
the
Americas

Reading,
listening

1. For the next activity, distribute the
Spain and France in the Americas
comparison chart and the
vocabulary reference sheet to each
student and have them review it
independently.
2. Next, let students know that they
will create question-answer
relationships based on the details
in their chart. This reading
strategy activity is utilized to
support comprehension and asks
students to create different levels
of questions based on the text.
3. Distribute the question-answer
relationship instruction sheet.
Explain each level of questions
students must create by giving
examples and modeling how to
construct these with a
think-aloud. Instruct students to
create three questions, one for
each level of questions.
4. After students have created their
questions, utilize the
think-pair-share discussion and
response protocol to have
students trade papers with a
partner, identify the type of
question and answer the question
on their partners’ papers.
5. Utilize the pick-a-stick response
protocol to have partnerships
share examples of the different
levels of questions and their
process into creating these.

-Spain and
France in
the Americas
Comparison
Chart

1. Next, let students know we will
further be examining the
similarities and differences in the

-Large Spain
v France
Venn
Diagram

-Vocabulary
reference
sheet
-QuestionAnswer
Relationship
s Instruction
Sheet
-Class names
sticks
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Venn
Diagram

way Spain and France established
themselves in America with a
Venn diagram constructed
collaboratively as a class.
2. Place a large Spain v France Venn
diagram graphic at the front of the
room. There should be enough
room to place manipulatives
inside of it. Be sure to identify
where the differences and
similarities should be placed.
3. Prepare your manipulatives ahead
of time by utilizing the same
comparison chart from earlier and
cut out each detail into a “card”.
Distribute an even number of
these to each student and have
them take turns taping each where
it belongs.
4. After all manipulatives have been
placed, be sure to review the Venn
diagram and address any
confusions or misconceptions.

15 mins

Spain and
France in
the
Americas
Compare/
Contrast
Formative
Assessment
10 mins

Reading,
writing

Conclude this topic with a formative
assessment comparing Spain and France
in America in writing.
1. Distribute a handout with
sentence stems as a scaffold for
students to identify at least two
differences and two similarities in
the way Spain and France
colonized places in North and
South America in writing.
2. Instruct students to utilize the
Venn diagram at the front of the
room as support.
3. Use a think-aloud to model how
students can use the Venn diagram
to write their sentences with
details that have a relationship
with each other. Include these
examples on the handout with the
sentence stems.

-Spain and
France
comparison
manipulative
s
-Tape

-Completed
Spain and
France Venn
Diagram
-France and
Spain
Compare/
Contrast
Scaffolded
Handout
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Closing
10 mins

-Signs
labeled
strongly
agree and
1. To conclude the day’s lesson,
strongly
utilize a Barometer activity to
disagree on
have students self-reflect on what opposite
they have learned so far in the unit ends of the
as it is coming to an end.
room
2. Have students reflect on the
following statement on a scale of
-Reflection
Strongly Agree to Strongly
statement
Disagree:
displayed on
I understand the relationship between the screen
projector
Americas, West Africa, and Europe
during the initial colonization time
-Large sticky
period.
3. Have students give a response and notes and
writing
explain their thoughts on a large
utensils
sticky note.
Remind students that this is the final
lesson of the unit and that the next day
will consist of an evaluation.

4. Place signs labeled Strongly
Agree and Strongly Disagree on
opposite ends of the room and ask
students to position themselves in
the room based on their response.
5. Have students at different places
share their thoughts with the
whole group. Be sure to end class
with praise and affirmations such
as the following call and
responses:
You are kind/I am kind
You are important/I am important
When you fail/I try again

Lesson#9- Europeans in America: The Spanish and French Materials
Warm up Materials
Spanish social hierarchy graphic:
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Spanish social hierarchy graphic analysis questions:

#1 What do you think this graphic has to do with POWER? (who had it and who
didn’t? Why?)
#2 What does this graphic tell you about RACE and SOCIAL CLASS in the
Spanish colonies?
#3 Why do you think this was the order of social classes in Spanish colonies?
#4 What modern day connections/inferences can you make about race and
social class in places that were once colonized by Spain? (Think Southwest
United States, Mexico, Central America, South America)
#5 Where else in the world do you see a hierarchy similar to this one?
#6 Does this hierarchy still exist today? Explain your response.

Spain and France in America intro slides:
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Colonization Impact on Indigenous Peoples Materials:
Images from A Short Account of the Destruction of the Indies by Bartolome de las
Casas:
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Deep reflection questions:
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Spain and France in the Americas Comparison Materials:
Spain and France colonies comparison chart:
French and Spanish Colonies Comparison Chart
French Colonies
●
Settlements/Geography
●

●
Population Sources & Growth
●

Spanish Colonies

First colonies were in what
is now Newfoundland
(Canada)
Settled along the
Mississippi River, as far as
what is now Louisiana

●

Colonizers included fur
traders, merchants, and
missionaries
Slow growth due to limited
emigration policies

●

●

●
●

●
Government

Religion

Economy

●

●
●
●
●

Colonies expanded from
what is now Southwest U.S.
all the way to South America
Also colonized what is now
Florida
Colonizers included
conquistadores, soldiers, and
missionaries
Farmers and traders came
later
Slow growth due to
emphasis on conquest and
negative relations with
Native people

Colonies were under the
rule of the French king
No representative
government (colonies could
not have their own
government)

●

Christianity (Catholicism)
Protestants excluded from
the colonies

●
●

Christianity (Catholicism
only)
Protestants were persecuted

Encouraged farming efforts
Relied on fur trade

●
●

Trading and farming
Searched for gold

●
●

Colonies were under the
rule of the Spanish king
Governed by viceroys or
governors
Colonies could not make
their own laws
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●
Relations with Native people
●
●

Enslaved People from Africa

●

Missionaries tried to
convert Native people to
Catholicism
Formed alliances with Native
people and exploited rivalries
between them
Needed Native people for
hunting and trading

●

Mostly used later in French
Caribbean Colonies

●

●
●

●

Comparison chart vocabulary references:
Vocabulary Reference
Settlements- A place where people form a new community or place to live
Colonies- Area under political control and occupied by another country
Conquistadores- “Conqueror”, explorers sent from Spain
Missionaries- Member of a religious group sent to another area to spread their religion/faith
Conquest- Taking control of a place or people usually by use of force
Emigration- Process of leaving one country to live in another
Viceroys- Someone in charge in the name of another person in power
Protestants- Christians separate from the Catholic church
Alliances- A union or relationship between groups or people
Exploit- To use in an unfair or selfish way
Rivalries- Competition between groups or people
Subjugate- To control or dominate, usually by force

Question-answer relationships instruction sheet:
Question-Answer Relationships Instruction Sheet

Level 1: Right There
Questions for answers that are stated in the text

Saw Native people as
heathens who needed to be
converted to Christianity
Soldiers killed or subjugated
Native people
Intermarriage between
Spanish men and Native
women became common
later
Pioneered (started) the
slave trade
Used enslaved people from
Africa to replace declining
Native population of the
Caribbean Colonies
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1.
2.
3.
4.

Read the text
Locate a fact that is a who, what, when, where, why or how
Turn the fact into a question
Check the answer to make sure it is found word-for-word in the text

Example: What areas did the Spanish colonize?
My Question (s): ________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________.

Level 2: Putting It Together
Questions for answers that require the reader to put information together from different parts of
the text.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Read the text
Locate related facts from at least two different places in the text
Combine the facts into a question by using why, describe, how
Put the information together to answer the question in one or more sentences

Example: Describe the goals of the Spanish and French as the established colonies.
My question (s): _________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________.

Level 3: Making Connections
Questions for answers that require more than searching the text. These questions require thinking
about the text, what the reader already knows, and how these ideas relate.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Read the text
Relate something in the text to something you have read, studied, or experienced.
Use this frame to make a question: How is _____similar to/ different from/ related to
_____?
Combine information in the text with what is already known to answer the question.

Example: How are the actions of the Spanish and French similar to the actions of the British
colonists that came to what is now the United States?
My question (s): _________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________.

Spain and France in the Americas Venn Diagram Materials:
Utilize the French and Spanish colonies chart as manipulatives by cutting each detail
out and making it into a “card”.
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Spain and France in the Americas Formative Assessment Materials:
Spanish and French colonies Compare/Contrast:
French and Spanish Colonies
Similarities
1.

French and Spanish colonies in America were similar because they both
____________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________.
2. French colonies in America ______________________________________________
________________________________________________________ in the same
way as Spanish colonies in America.

Differences
1.

French and Spanish colonies were different from each other because one
________________________________________________________ while the other
___________________________________________________________________.
2. Spanish colonies in America_______________________________while French
colonies in America ____________________________________________________.

Modern World Connection
What do you see today in North/South America that came from this historical period of
colonization? HINT: Think language, religion, race relations, etc.

Closing Materials
Final reflection question:

Lesson
Content
Learning
Target (s)

#10- Putting It All Together: Review and Assessment
➔ All learning targets from the unit
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Language
Learning
Target (s)

➔ I can explain an idea by supporting it with details in writing
using sentence frames.

Use of the
Guiding
Principles for
Culturally
Responsive
Teaching of
MLs

☑Culturally responsive teaching simultaneously supports and
challenges students
➔ Build an academic mindset
➔ Scaffolded instruction
◆ Multimodal learning opportunities
☑Culturally responsive teaching places students at the center of
learning
➔ Build opportunities for student choice
➔ Oral language activities
☑Culturally responsive teaching leverages students’ linguistic
and cultural backgrounds
➔ Multicultural resources
➔ Use of translanguaging and home languages in the classroom

Use of the
Ready for
Rigor
Framework

☑Awareness
➔ Recognize the cultural archetypes of individualism and
collectivism
➔ Understand how the brain works
➔ Acknowledge the socio-political context around race and
language
➔ Broaden your interpretation of culturally and linguistically
diverse students’ learning behaviors
☑Learning Partnerships
➔ Balance giving students both care and push
➔ Help students cultivate a positive mindset and sense of
self-efficacy
➔ Support each student to take greater ownership for his learning
☑Information Processing
➔ Provide appropriate challenge in order to stimulate brain
growth to increase intellective capacity
➔ Help students process new content using methods from oral
traditions
➔ Provide students authentic opportunities to process content
➔ Teach students cognitive routines using the brain’s natural
learning systems
➔ Use formative assessments and feedback to increase
intellective capacity
☑Community of Learners and Learning Environment
➔ Create an environment that intellectually and socially safe for
learning
➔ Make space for student voice and agency
➔ Build classroom culture and learning around communal
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(sociocultural) talk and task structures
➔ Use classrooms rituals and routines to support a culture of
learning
CLR
Activities &
Strategies
Utilized

➔ Call and response attention signals to start/end and transition
lesson
➔ Thinking on your feet movement protocol
➔ Post your thoughts response protocol
➔ Whip around response protocol
➔ Praise and affirmations to end class

Sequence
& Timing

Language
Domains

Description of Learning Activities

Materials,
Resources,
&
Technology

Warm up

Speaking,
listening

1. Welcome the class by letting
students connect with the classroom
community by giving
announcements out loud about
celebrations/events in their lives, this
can be done with or without a
discussion protocol.
2. Then, proceed to begin class with an
energetic call and response
attention signal such as: Power
to/the people! Remind students that
today marks the end of the unit in
which they will proceed to review
the content and take part in a selfassessment and written assessment
of the content.
3. Begin with a review using the
Thinking On Your Feet movement
protocol. For this protocol, be sure
to prepare a short list of questions
based on the content that will also be
on the written assessment.
4. Display the question and two
potential answers at the front of the
room or on screen projector. Direct
students to choose the answer they
think fits best and move to the side
of the room corresponding to the
answer.

-Unit 1
review
question
/answer
slides
displayed
on screen
projector

20 mins
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5. After every student has chosen an
answer and is standing on either side
of the room, have them share at least
one reason for their choice with one
person around them.
6. Select 2-3 students from each side to
share their thinking and the
reasoning with the whole class.
Continue this process until all
questions have been asked.
Unit Self
and
Written
Assessment
55 mins

Reading,
writing

1. Give students clear directions about
how this assessment will work.
Explain that the self-assessment part
will be a tool for students and their
teacher to reflect on the learning
targets from the unit. For every
learning target covered in the unit,
students will self-assess whether
they met the target or not yet. At the
end of the self-assessment, there will
also be a number of self- reflection
questions that students should be
asked to simply answer honestly.
2. Next explain that the assessment for
the unit will be written. There will
be different sections in the
assessment where students will have
a choice to pick from different
questions. Students will also be
given the option to answer all
questions in each section for
additional credit.
3. Remind students that since this is a
written assessment, full, academic
answers are expected- just like they
have practicing in class.
4. Differentiate the scaffolding for
academic written responses for
students based on their language
proficiency level. For example,
provide sentence frames for all
responses for entering and beginner
levels with translations as necessary.
For developing levels and above,

-Unit 1 Self
and Written
Assessment
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provide sentence frames for the first
set of questions only as an example.
5. Students should work on their
assessment independently. Remind
students that they can ask clarifying
questions if necessary.
Closing
10 mins

Speaking,
listening

1. After all students have completed the
assessment, celebrate and affirm
their success in completing the unit
successfully. Remind students that
historical events can be difficult to
study because it has to do with
human behavior and the
interpretation of it after it has
occurred with sometimes minimal
and biased sources.
2. To begin thinking ahead to a larger
class project that can culminate
mid-semester or at the end of the
semester and include the school
community and multilingual
families, students will be asked to
express what they feel can be
improved in the way United States
history is presented in classrooms.
3. Utilize the post your thoughts
response protocol to have students
brainstorm answers to the following
question and use sticky notes to
cover their desk with their ideas:
What content would you like to see
included more in United States
History coursework at the high
school level?
Think about what sometimes is not
included or only covered briefly.
4. Utilize the whip around response
protocol to have students share at
least one of their ideas.
5. End class with praise and
celebrations such as a dance circle
where each student displays their
favorite tik tok dance and the class

-United
States
history
brainstorm
question
displayed
on screen
projector
-Small
sticky notes
and writing
utensils
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repeats it … their journey in
studying United States History has
just begun!
Lesson #10- Putting It All Together: Review and Assessment Materials
Warm Up Materials:
Unit 1 review question /answer slides:
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Self and Written Evaluation Materials:
Self and written assessment with scaffolds:
→EARLY UNITED STATES HISTORY UNIT 1 EVALUATION←
Evaluation Key

#1- I completely REACHED this learning target.

#2- I MOSTLY REACHED this learning target, but I MAY NEED HELP
to completely understand it.

#3- I DID NOT REACH this learning target YET.

DIRECTIONS:
Step 1: Circle the number of the picture that best describes how you feel about each of the
learning targets.
➔ I can explain how Indigenous Americans may have first come to America.

#1

#2

#3
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➔ I can describe the major culture areas of America prior to the arrival of the
Europeans.

#1

#2

#3

➔ I can describe how different Indigenous American cultures and groups developed.

#1

#2

#3

➔ I can analyze primary sources to answer historical questions.

#1

#2

#3

➔ I can describe the development and cultural characteristics of West Africa.

#1

#2

#3
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➔ I can explain the roots of the system of slavery later practiced in America.

#1

#2

#3

➔ I can analyze how changes in Europe shaped Europeans’ worldview and economic
expansion.

#1

#2

#3

➔ I can explain the goals of Christopher Columbus and consequences of his
explorations.

#1

#2

#3

➔ I can analyze how contact with Europeans affected the people of the Americas.

#1

#2

#3
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➔ I can describe the Spanish and French expansion in the Americas.

#1

#2

#3

➔ I can analyze the differences and similarities in Spanish/French colonies and their
relations with the Indigenous people of America.

#1

#2

#3

1. How many #1’s did you circle?______
2. How many #2’s did you circle?_______
3. How many #3’s did you circle?_______
a. What does this tell you about your learning of the content in this
unit?
4. Which activity that we did this unit did YOU like the BEST? Why?

5. What did you find most challenging about the activities in this unit?

6. What would you like to do differently in the next unit to help yourself
succeed?
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7. What would you like your teacher to do differently in the next unit to better
support your learning?
→U.S. HISTORY UNIT 1 WRITTEN EVALUATION←
Answer the questions for each set, be sure to look at your choices!
Your answers must be in complete sentences! NOTE: You may complete ALL for extra credit!
➔ CHOOSE ONE of the questions to answer below:
1. Describe the Land Bridge Theory:
The Land Bridge Theory is about __________________________________________________________.
It also tells us that ___________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________.
Lastly, it explains _____________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________.
2. Name at least ONE of the indigenous civilizations/culture areas of America and say
at least 3 things about it… BE SPECIFIC:
One indigenous culture/culture area of America is _______________________________________.
A detail from this culture is _________________________________________________________________.
Another detail is ____________________________________________________________________________.
Finally, in this culture _______________________________________________________________________.
➔ CHOOSE ONE of the questions to answer below:
1. How was slavery in West Africa during this time different from European slavery we
would see in the Americas later?
West African slavery was different form European slavery in America because
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________.
Another way it was different was that ______________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________.
2. Name at least ONE of the ancient empires of West Africa and say at least 3 things
about it:
One ancient empire of West Africa was ____________________________________________________.
A detail from this empire was _______________________________________________________________.
Another detail I learned about this empire was ____________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________.
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Lastly, this empire ___________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________.
➔ CHOOSE TWO of the following questions to answer below:
1. Name and describe ONE of the causes of changes in Europe during the Middle Ages:
One of the changes in Europe during the middle ages was _______________________________.
This was an important change because ____________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________.
Another reason this was an important change was because ______________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________.
2. Name at least ONE goal Christopher Columbus had and ONE of the consequences of
his voyages:
One of the goals of Christopher Columbus was to _________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________.
One consequence of his voyages was that __________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________.
3. Describe at least TWO things that happened to the people of America because of the
arrival of the Europeans:
As a consequence of the arrival of the Europeans in America, the people America
experienced __________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________.
Another thing that happened to the people of America after the arrival of the
Europeans was ______________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________.
➔ ANSWER BOTH of the following questions:
1. Describe at least ONE difference and ONE similarity between Spanish and French
colonization:
One way Spanish and French colonization was similar was that they both
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________.
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One way Spanish and French colonization was different was that the Spanish
______________________________________________________________________________ while the
French ___________________________________________________________________________________,
2. Describe the relationship between the Americas, Europe, and West Africa during this
time period with at least three details:
The time period we just studied shows that the Americas, Europe, and West Africa were
connected through ___________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________________________.
Another way these areas were connected during this time was because of
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________.
Lastly, these areas ___________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________.

Closing Materials:
U.S. History brainstorm slide:
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